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ABSTRACT

Developing an Explanatory Model for Cognitive Impairment in Mild Traumatic

Brain Injury (MTBI)

Nearly 2 million mild traumatic brain injuries occur annually and cognitive 

impairment is strongly associated with poor neurobehavioral performance. 

Identifying variables that influence the development of cognitive impairment could 

lead to the development of therapies designed to improve cognitive performance 

in at-risk populations. The theoretical framework used suggests that neurological 

factors, physical factors, psychological factors, objective cognitive deficits, and 

subjective cognitive deficits influence cognitive impairment. Specific aims were: 

(1) test the correlational relationships among the independent variables 

(neurological factors, physical factors, psychological factors, objective cognitive 

deficits, subjective cognitive deficits) and the dependent variable, cognitive 

impairment; and (2) develop a model that best describes the factors contributing 

to cognitive impairment.

Multiple correlation and regression analyses were used to determine the 

relationships between each of the independent variables and the dependent 

variable.

One hundred forty-five adults diagnosed with MTBI were evaluated one month 

after injury. Participants completed the Head Injury Symptom Checklist, Zung

Self-Rating Depression Scale, Sickness Impact Profile and the Neurobehavioral 

Cognitive Status Examination.
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Neurological factors (age) and psychological factors were positively and 

significantly correlated to objective cognitive deficits. Regression analysis 

showed the strongest influence on objective cognitive deficits was exerted by 

neurological factors, with neurological and psychological factors accounting for 

19.7% of the variance in objective cognitive deficits.

While neurological factors were positively correlated, psychological factors 

were highly and significantly correlated with subjective cognitive deficits. 

Regression analysis showed that neurological and psychological factors 

accounted for 85.7% of the variance in subjective cognitive deficits, with 

psychological factors accounting for the greatest majority of the variance.

Objective cognitive deficits, psychological factors, and subjective cognitive 

deficits were strongly correlated with functional outcome. The tested variables 

account for 76.5% of the variance in functional outcome. The strongest influence 

on functional outcome is clearly exerted by psychological factors and subjective 

cognitive deficits.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

Nearly 2 million mild traumatic brain injuries (MTBI) occur annually (NINDS, I992) 

and cognitive impairment is more strongly associated with poor neurobehavioral 

performance than any other sequelae of such an injury. Studies have documented 

that cognitive impairment can persist for a period of up to two years and the effects on 

personal, social and occupational well-being can be extremely disruptive (Miller, I992). 

Although conservative estimates suggest that 10% of patients with mild degrees of 

injury experience ongoing neurologic impairment, these figures almost certainly 

underestimate neuropsychiatric outcomes (McAllister, 1992). Identifying the potential 

for cognitive impairment and initiating treatments to limit its endurance would prove 

beneficial to both practitioner and the individual suffering such an injury. This study 

explored the relationship among selected variables identified to be salient among 

patients with cognitive impairment.

Background and Significance of the Problem 

The definition of mild traumatic brain injury has evolved over recent years. The 

Mild Traumatic Brain Injury Committee of the Head Injury Interdisciplinary Special 

Interest Group of the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine has established 

MTBI to be manifested by at least one of the following criteria: (1) loss of 

consciousness not to exceed 30 minutes; (2) post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) of 24 

hours or less; and (3) initial Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score 30 minutes post-injury 

of 13 to 15 (Barth & Macciochi, I993). The Glasgow Coma Scale is an instrument 

composed of three behavioral observations and rates the patient on eye opening, best

1
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verbal response and motor response. Individuals experiencing MTBI are typically 

evaluated in the emergency department and are either released after a period of 

observation or are admitted for a brief hospitalization. Many individuals have no 

medical evaluation after MTBI at all. Data from the National Health Interview survey 

shows that only 89% of people who reported an injury consulted a physician 

(Esselman & Uomoto, 1995). While it is generally agreed that most patients recover 

without difficulty, there is empirical evidence that indicate some patients experience 

poor concentration, forgetfulness, irritability, and anxiety consistent with cognitive 

impairment (Strugar, Sass, Buchanan, Spencer & Lowe, 1993). Because of the brief 

interaction with health care providers, combined with the economics of health care 

delivery, few patients are afforded any type of cognitive rehabilitation. These patients 

generally anticipate full recovery, leading to their reluctance to report problems for 

fear they will be labeled as malingerers (Strugar et al, 1993). Several studies have 

examined factors that could be used to explain cognitive outcomes in severe brain 

injury, but the MTBI patient has been largely overlooked.

Considerable variability and response to treatment is observed in the MTBI 

population. Cicerone, Smith, Elimo, Mangel, Nelson, Chase, and Kalmar (1996) 

described a program of cognitive rehabilitation for a population of 20 patients with 

MTBI. Activities were aimed at improving the subjects’ ability to focus and sustain 

attention, maintain task performance despite distractions, and shift priorities among 

competing tasks. Following completion of the program, 10 patients were able to 

resume productive functioning, whereas the other 10 patients showed no 

improvement. The researchers suggested that these results emphasize the
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heterogeneous character of these patients and simply reflect the idea that these 

patients cannot be presumed to fully recover without some form of cognitive 

rehabilitation (Cicerone et al, 1996).

Patient assessment after MTBI requires the recognition of the components that 

most likely will result in suboptimal cognitive function. Following appropriate 

assessment, treatment strategies specifically directed at the factors impacting the 

impairment can be addressed (Dacey, Dikmen, Temkin, McLean, Armsden & Winn, 

1991). This study explored the identification of selected physical, psychosocial, and 

neurological variables that best explain cognitive impairment following mild traumatic 

brain injury.

Research Question

What explanatory model of selected variables will best explain cognitive 

impairment following mild traumatic brain injury?

Specific Aims

The specific aims of the study were to:

1. Test the correlational relationships among the independent variables 

(neurological factors, physical factors, psychological factors, objective cognitive 

deficits, subjective cognitive deficits) and the dependent variable, cognitive 

impairment

2 . Develop a model that best describes the factors that contribute to cognitive

impairment.
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Theoretical Framework

The multifactorial nature of cognitive impairment was conceptualized using Dr. 

Thomas Kay’s model of functional disability (Kay, Newman, Cavallo, Ezracbi & 

Resnick, 1992). The model (Fig. 1) provided the foundation for identifying and 

assessing the relative contribution of selected variables on functional disability and 

implies potential clinical interventions.

Seven assumptions were central to the model and assist in understanding functional 

disability.

1. Mild traumatic brain injury may be a result of minor head trauma. These two 

conditions are not the same, and a patient’s symptoms may be a result of either 

event. MTBI refers to a minor head injury that is accompanied by some 

disruption of brain function. Conversely, minor head trauma refers to the actual 

injury to the head, face and neck.

2. A patient’s symptomatology may be permanent or transient.

3. Personality, social and environmental influences help determine how an 

individual responds to initial symptoms. These factors can contribute to either 

the abatement or enhancement of post-traumatic symptoms.

4. Deficits following MTBI lead to a shaken sense of self. The individual’s sense 

of predictability and stability is disrupted with the emergence of neurocognitive 

deficits. Anxiety, depression and loss of self-esteem can result which may 

further intensify the functional deficit.

5. A patsenf s symptomatology may be permanent or transient.
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Figure 1

Kav’s Model of Functional Outcome

n e u h g l o g s c a l I  .
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Kay, T. 0993). Neuropsychological treatment of mild traumatic brain injury. Journal 

of Head Trauma Rehabilitation. 8(3). 74-85.
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6. A patient’s symptomatology may be permanent or transient.

7. Personality, social and environmental influences help determine how an 

individual responds to initial symptoms. These factors can contribute to either 

the abatement or enhancement of post-traumatic symptoms.

8. Deficits following MTBI lead to a shaken sense of self. The individual’s sense 

of predictability and stability is disrupted with the emergence of neurocognitive 

deficits. Anxiety, depression and loss of self-esteem can result which may 

further intensify the functional deficit.

9. The psychological sequelae resulting from the influences of anxiety and 

depression can be more functionally disabling than the underlying primary 

deficit from the MTBI.

10. Certain personalities, such as those dependent on a sense of achievement and 

high self-esteem, may be more susceptible to the effects of mild cognitive 

impairment. Increased occupational or home demands may compound the 

effects.

11. Functional outcome after MTBI is a product of eight conditions: (a) extent of 

damage to the brain; (b) persistent symptoms of injury to the head; (c)

personality style of the injured person; (d) family and social support systems;

(e) job and home requirements; (f) age and medical factors; (g) involvement in 

litigation related to the injury; and (h) adequacy of medical response to the 

injury (Kay, I993).

Kay’s model identifies three factors contributing to functional outcome. Physical 

factors include the physical effects of the injury and its treatment that directly influence
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the ability to function. These include pain, fatigue, sleep disorders, sensory deficits, 

and medication effects. Psychological factors are internal response, whether pre

injury in nature or resulting from the injury. For example, personality style, anxiety, 

depression, sense of self, and the impact of psychosocial situation are considered 

psychological factors. Neurological factors include both pre-existing considerations, 

such as age and previous cerebral damage, as well as injury-related changes. In 

combination, these factors determine the degree and relative permanence of damage 

to the brain (Kay et at, 1992).

In the second stage of the model, objective and subjective cognitive deficits 

constituted a two-step path linking neurological factors to functional outcome. Further 

contributions from psychological and physical factors were linked to the subjective 

component. Objective deficits were those cognitive changes determined directly by 

cerebral damage, measured by scoring tools such as the Glasgow Coma Scale. 

Subjective deficits represented the breakdown in mental processing and other 

functions generally evaluated on neuropsychological tests. These processing 

breakdowns could be caused by not only the objective deficits caused by the direct 

neurologic injury, but by psychological and physical factors as well (Kay et al, 1992).

Kay presented his concept as an interactive representation of the interplay of one 

factor with another, envisioning a dynamic model with multiple influences on 

functional outcome. For example, neurological factors may cause an objective 

cognitive deficit such as memory impairment, or may impact a physical factor such as 

balance. For an individual patient, the relative weight of each factor is different, with 

stronger weighting in particular segments suggesting specific interventions. The
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interplay of factors is represented by the arrows, indicating the potential direction of 

the flow (Kay, 1993).

In referring to the model, neurological factors may cause cognitive deficits, directly 

affect psychological factors, or impact physical factors. Functional outcome can be 

directly influenced by physical factors. However, those same physical factors may 

impact psychological well being, in the way the anticipation of headache pain leads to 

anxiety (Kay, 1993).

The relationship of cognitive deficits to both functional outcome and the other 

factors was described within the model. An individual unable to concentrate at work 

(objective cognitive deficit) may show deficits on tests of complex attention. Two 

possibilities are suggested. Neurological damage may have a direct impact on 

function. However, certain personality and psychological factors may so intensify the 

feelings of poor concentration so as to elicit anxiety and fear, contributing to a strong 

subjective cognitive component. These scenarios exemplify the need to determine 

the decisive factors when evaluating functional outcome and designing potential 

interventions (Kay, 1993).

The dotted lines in the figure represent paths of influence that may diminish with 

time and eventually become irrelevant. Despite this, though, the model builds upon 

the fact that functional disability could continue even though the factors that initiated 

the system have disappeared. For example, transient defects after concussion might 

induce a brief period confusion and memory loss. These objective deficits could 

activate psychological responses due to certain personality characteristics. Then 

psychological factors such as anxiety contribute to subjective cognitive deficits (e.g.
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decreased concentration), linking them to functional outcome (e.g. poor work 

performance), which feeds back to worsen depression and anxiety. This is referred to 

as the cognitive dysfunction loop, indicated by the bubbled lines, Even years after 

injury and without any evidence of underlying damage, the symptoms of the post

concussion syndromes may still be apparent (Kay, 1993).

A second feedback loop illustrated by the model is the dysfunctional pain loop, 

indicated by the lines with the hatch marks. The injury results in pain (physical factor) 

which directly affects the ability to function. This inability then leads to depression and 

anxiety (psychological factors), which can then increase the intensity of the pain. 

Functional deterioration continues, with the feedback loop becoming self-perpetuating 

even when the objective source of the pain resolves (Kay, 1993).

The final concept suggested by the model is the pre-existing vulnerability of an 

individual prior to injury. Pre-morbid facts, such as drug and alcohol consumption, or 

previous head injury, combine with the actual amount of neurologic damage to 

determine the true impact of the injury. Understanding these pre-existing dynamics 

can contribute to clinical decisions about the patient (Kay, 1993).

Kay’s model supported a two-step process of early interventions for the prevention 

of the dysfunctional loops. The first step addressed the assessment of primary 

factors with the identification of the neurologic damage, the specific cognitive deficits, 

and the degree of dysfunction. Pain or balance disorders may be implicated and 

these can be accounted for by physical factors. The relative weight of the primary 

factors is considered separate from possible intervening variables (Kay et al, 1992).
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Secondly, the influence of psychological factors was considered. Any single 

isolated factor is insufficient in understanding the impact of brain injury on functional 

outcome. Specific clinical interventions can then be developed for a particular patient 

based on the weighting of the various paths in the mode! (Kay, I993). If the variable, 

or variables, exerting the greatest influence on cognitive function can be identified, at- 

risk individuals could be assessed at the time of diagnosis. These individuals could 

then be directed to specific interventions which could then decrease the probability of 

residual cognitive impairment.

Despite the well-developed nature of Kay’s model, it had not been tested in a 

clinical setting. This study utilized an adaptation of Kay’s model to develop an 

explanatory model of cognitive impairment (Fig. 2). This adaptation illustrated the 

proposed effects of the independent variables on functional outcome. To allow for 

clinical testing, unidirectional arrows replaced the multidirectional arrows to explain 

the effects on functional outcome.
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Figure 2

Proposed Variable Components in Adapted Model

Psychological 
Factors 

Personality style 
Anxiety Depression 
Sense of self

Physical Factors 
Balance problems
Effects o f medications

Objective Cognitive 
Deficits

Language deficit 
Constructional ability 
Memory loss 
Calculation deficit 
Reasoning deficit

Subjective Cognitive D eficits 
Headache Fatigue 
Dizziness Blurred vision 
Bothered by noise I light
Irritability Loses temper 
Insomnia Difficulty concentrating

Functional Outcome 

Eating
Body care/movement 
Mobility
Usual daily work 
House management
Recreation/past time 
Communication 
Alertness 
Behavior
Emotional behavior 
Social interaction 
Ambulation
Sleep and rest
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Ten variables were addressed in the model. Neurological factors were addressed 

by age, representing cortical development. Psychological factors were determined by 

the score on the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale. Physical factors were 

determined by the presence of balance problems and effects of medications.

Objective cognitive deficits were measured by subject performance on the NCSE in 

the five major ability areas. Subjective cognitive deficits were determined by scores 

on the Head Injury Symptom Checklist.

Model Development

The adapted model proposed in the study could be described as three component 

models intended to confirm portions of Kay’s original model. The first two models 

address specific aim #1, which sought to evaluate the impact of the independent 

variables (neurological factors, psychological factors, physical factors) on subjective 

and objective cognitive deficits and functional outcome. The third model illustrates 

specific aim #2, which addresses the model that best explains the variance seen in 

functional outcome.

Model 1 (Fig. 3) represents the relationship of neurological factors, physical 

factors, and psychological factors to objective cognitive deficits.

Model 2 (Fig. 4) represents the relationship of neurological factors, physical factors 

and psychological factors to subjective cognitive deficits.

Model 3 (Fig. 5) defined the relationship of neurological factors, physical factors, 

psychological factors, objective cognitive deficits and subjective cognitive deficits to 

functional outcome.
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Figure 3

Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Objective Cognitive 
Deficits

PHYS

OCD

NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY. Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
OCD: Objective cognitive deficits
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Figure 4

Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Subjective Cognitive 
Deficits

NEU

J

SCDPSY

PHYS

NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
SCD: Subjective cognitive deficits
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Figure 5

Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Functional Outcome

NEU

OCD

PSY

SCD

PHYS

NEU: Neurological factors
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
OCD: Objective cognitive deficits 
SCD: Subjective cognitive deficits
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Definitions

For the purposes of this study, the following terms were defined:

1. Mild traumatic brain injury (MTBi): a minor head injury that is accompanied by 

some disruption of brain function (Kay et al, I992). It is manifested by at least one 

of the following criteria: (1) loss of consciousness not exceeding 30 minutes; (2) 

post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) of 24 hours or less; and (3) initial Glasgow Coma 

Scale (GCS) score 30 minutes post-injury of 13 to 15 (Barth & Macciochi, I993).

2. Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS): instrument composed of three behavioral 

observations, rating the patient on eye opening, best verbal response and motor 

response. The lowest possible score is 3, while the highest is 15 (Jennett & 

Galbraith, I983).

3. Cognitive impairment: the inability to regain baseline levels of neurobehavioral 

performance (MINDS, S992). Performance deficits are characterized by poor 

concentration, forgetfulness, poor attention and difficulties with information 

processing (Rimel, Giordani, Barth, Boll & Jane, 1981). In this study, cognitive

impairment was operationally defined as functional outcome and measured with 

the Sickness Impact Profile.

4. Physical factors contributing to functional outcome; physical effects of the injury 

and its treatment that directly influence the ability to function. These factors 

include pain, fatigue, sleep disorders, sensory deficits, and medication effects 

(Kay, I993). In this study, information about physical factors was collected with the 

Head Injury Symptom Checklist.
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5. Psychological factors: internal responses which may be present before the injury 

or result from the injury. Anxiety, depression, sense of self and the impact of one’s 

psychosocial situation impact personality (Kay, 1993). This information was 

derived through the use of the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale.

6. Neurological factors: influences determining the degree and relative permanence 

of damage to the brain. These may include age, previous cerebral damage and 

injury-related structural changes such as those seen with computed tomography 

(CT) scanning (Kay, 1993). Age was selected to represent neurological factors and 

this information was obtained through the use of a demographic questionnaire.

7. Objective cognitive deficits: cognitive deficits directly determined by cerebral 

damage, such as inability to concentrate. Such objective deficits (e.g. memory 

impairment) may be exacerbated by neurological factors, or may impact a physical 

factor, such as balance (Kay, 1993). These deficits are measurable through the 

use of various neurological assessment tools. These objective cognitive deficits 

were measured with the Neurobehaviora! Cognitive State Examination at one 

month post-injury.

8. Subjective cognitive deficits: deficits representing the breakdown in mental 

processing and other functions generally evaluated on neuropsychological tests. 

These may be caused by both the direct injury as well as psychological and 

physical factors and may include anxiety, fatigue and irritability (Kay, 1993). These 

deficits are expressed by the individual and are not measurable with behavioral or 

assessment tools, in this study, the Head injury Symptom Checklist was used to 

measure these deficits.
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3. Cognitive dysfunction loop; cyclic notion represented in Kay’s mode! that 

functional disability may persist even though the factors that initiated the system 

have disappeared. Transient post-concussion deficits activate psychological 

responses, possibly because of certain personality characteristics. Psychological 

factors, then, contribute to subjective cognitive deficits (e.g. decreased 

concentration), linking them to functional outcome (e.g. poor work performance), 

which worsens psychological status, creating more anxiety. This loop accounts for 

the persistence of post-concussive syndromes years after an injury (Kay, 1993).

10. Dysfunctional pain loop; in Kay’s model, representing the self-perpetuating cycle 

of continuing functional deterioration despite the resolution of the pain source.

The injury results in pain (physical factor) which directly affects the ability to 

function. This inability then contributes to depression and anxiety (psychological 

factors) which may then increase the intensity of the pain (Kay, I993).
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Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature 

Several areas of the literature addressed issues related to the development of 

an explanatory model for cognitive impairment following mild traumatic brain 

injury (MTBI). A review of the anatomic correlates of MTBI established the 

foundation for understanding the subsequent cognitive changes that occur. A 

second area addressed the cognitive impairments subsequent to MTBI, while a 

third area of the literature spoke to variables influencing cognitive impairment.

Variables influencing cognitive impairment and measures of cognitive impairment 

were also addressed.

Neuroanatomical Correlates of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury

Jennett and Galbraith (1983) emphasized that any head injury sufficient to produce 

unconsciousness, even for an abbreviated period, produces some degree of structural 

damage. The most prominent injuring mechanism in MTBI is a shear or strain as a 

result of rotational forces on the cerebral cortex, resulting in diffuse axonal injury 

(DAI). Rapid displacement of the skull following mechanical impact can cause 

differential motion between the brain and the skull. The severity of brain displacement 

is related to the path of motion of the head, the anatomical surfaces surrounding the 

brain, and the violence of the motion. Deformation of brain tissue follows. Large 

caliber, long-tract axons are most vulnerable, especially those originating in the 

brainstem and projecting into the cortex and basal ganglia. DAI also occurs primarily in 

the parasaggitai regions of the brain and correlates with a resultant loss of 

consciousness and duration of coma (Dixon, Taft & Hayes, 1993). The movement of 

the brain within the skull can also cause cortical damage arising from MTBI. With

19
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sufficient angular momentum, the brain presses against the sphenoid ridge, located in 

the base of the skull, damaging the orbital surface of the frontal lobes as well as the 

temporal lobes. Damage in these areas results in a syndrome marked by irritability 

and disinhibiton, Minor damage to the frontal lobes as a result of MTBI could 

produce the irritability evidenced in the postconcussive syndrome (Courville, 1987).

Two viewpoints are suggested regarding the onset and development of the axonal 

injury. Shear forces occurring at the time of injury may physically disrupt the axons, 

resulting in membrane retraction, extrusion of axoplasm, and development of reactive 

swelling. Alternatively, progressive, subtle axonal changes may occur, eventually 

leading to swelling of axons without the initial tearing of axons (Gennarelli, Segawa, 

Wald, Czemicki, Marsh & Thompson, 1982).

Feeney and Sutton (1988) have hypothesized that MTBI damage to the 

serotonergic, noradrenergic and dopaminergic tracts originating in the brainstem may 

mediate the length of unconsciousness, post-traumatic amnesia or cognitive effects 

such as slowed information processing. Hayes, Jenkins and Lyeth (1992) performed 

fiuid-percussion studies in rats and found that concussive brain injury resulted in 

increased levels of free acetylcholine binding to cholinergic receptors, increasing the 

excitatory influences on tissue already subjected to mechanical stress. This 

abnormal excitation alters cellular information flow pathways, causing transient 

changes in cellular function (Hayes, Jenkins & Lyeth, 1992).

Memory deficits are a prominent feature of MTBI, and preliminary evidence 

suggests that deficits in cholinergic neurotransmission may be implicated. These 

deficits may arise from sublethal excitotoxic or axonal damage, and may accompany
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disturbances involving other neurotransmitters. Alterations in noradrenergic systems 

may interact with cholinergic systems to enhance cognitive deficits (Dixon, Taft & 

Hayes, I993).

Cerebral perfusion in MTBI was studied through SPET imaging in patients who 

experienced no loss of consciousness and had normal computed tomography studies 

(Abu-Judeh, Parker, Singh, el-Zeflawy, Atah, Kumar, Naddaf, Aleksic & Abdel-Dayem, 

I999). Twenty patients with no previous history of head injury, cerebrovascular 

accident, psychiatric disorder, alcohol or drug abuse were evaluated within three 

months of MTBI. Subjectively, the most common complaints included headache 

(81%), memory deficits (47%), dizziness (41%), and sleep disorders (25%). Imaging 

showed that 59% of the subjects had abnormal scans, with evidence of focal lesions 

and supratentorial hypoperfusion.

Anatomic and Phvsiolooic Foundations of Memory

The anatomic and physiologic foundations of memory have played a central role in 

the area of cognition. Impairment of memory was also the most frequently mentioned 

cognitive deficit in the literature addressing MTBI. Throughout the literature, cognitive 

scientists have focused on the subsystems of memory encoding, storage, and 

retrieval.

One of the earliest models of anatomic correlation for memory was proposed by 

David Marr (1971). Marr attempted to cfisfinguî fc separate rotes in memory for the 

hippocampus and the rieoeorttet?. Ho prqpppp that f l l f  chief role of the neocortex
I ' . ; ' . - ' ' .  , .

was to store large complex event, or episodic memories, composed of several 

integrated associations. These memory associations are defined as a pattern of
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activities over a large number of cells, and which are evoked by sensory inputs.

Given the appropriate sensory input activating some of the cells, the elements of the 

memory pattern can be activated which in turn activate additional cells, thereby pulling 

together the entire memory, termed pattern completion. However, elements may 

begin to overlap with subsequent interference in the retrieval of alternate memory 

patterns. This phenomenon is termed catastrophic interference. Marr, however, 

suggested that a separate processor, the hippocampus, could rapidly store events 

and then gradually transfer the pattern to the neocortex. This gradual transfer would 

allow the neocortex to reorganize and classify the information and reduce 

interference. More specifically, Marr proposed that the hippocampus served as a 

memory store, available for recall but not able to integrate that memory with the larger 

store of existing knowledge.

Kosslyn and Koenig (1995) provide an overview of the anatomical structures 

associated with memory formation subsystems. Perceptual information converges in 

the cerebral cortex under the front of the temporal lobe, specifically at the 

parahippocampal gyrus and the perirhinal cortex. From here, information is projected 

to the entorhinal cortex, ultimately projecting to the hippocampus. A lesion in any one 

of these structures results in memory deficits that are particularly apparent when 

attempting to learn new information.

Diencephalic structures, the hypothalamus and thalamus, appear to be involved 

with motivation, while the amygdala is implicated in emotion. Both motivation and 

emotion affect what is remembered. Information from these structures is 

subsequently projected to the hippocampus as well (Kosslyn & Koenig, 1995).
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Once information has reached the hippocampus, output is relayed to the thalamus, 

the medial frontal cortex and the mamillary bodies. Additionally, output is sent to the 

entorhinal cortex. Clearly the hippocampus plays a central role in not only receiving 

new data, but also in the storage of associations between that information. The 

storage of these associations depends on the function of specific “microcircuitry” in 

the hypothalamus and this phenomenon is known as long-term potentiation. A 

biochemical signal, mediated by acetylcholine, initiates the storage of these new 

representations (Kosslyn & Koenig, 1995).

In a 1992 study of hippocampal activation, Squire, Ojemann, Miezin, Petersen, 

Videen, and Raichle studied regional cerebral blood flow while performing simple 

memory word tasks in 18 subjects. The investigators attempted to identify those brain 

regions activated by learning and memory tasks. Each subject was asked to recall 

previously presented word groups using word stems. Blood flow studies indicated the 

memory tasks involved the right hippocampal region. The results provided evidence 

that activation of the hippocampus is associated with memory function.

Squire (I983) suggested two memory systems, which he named declarative and 

nondeclarative. The declarative memory system is based on explicit information that 

is easily accessible and concerned with particular facts and data. In contrast, the 

nondeclarative memory system is comprised of implicit information that is not readily 

accessible and includes perceptions that an individual is not aware of, specifically 

those of motor, perceptual and cognitive skills that one may consider to be automatic. 

He proposed that the hippocampus and connected regions of the entorhinal cortex, 

parahippocampal gyrus and perirhinal cortex mediate declarative memory. In later
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work, Squire (1994) proposed that the skills and habits associated with a task are 

mediated by the striatum, the emotional responses to memory by the amygdala, 

conditioning of the skeletal musculature by the cerebellum and nonassociative 

learning by the reflex pathways.

Thompson and Kim (1996) argued the importance of the hippocampus, amygdala 

and cerebellum in memory formation and storage. They present a taxonomy of long

term memory and associated brain structures involved in declarative (explicit) memory 

and nondeclarative (implicit) memory. Declarative memory is seen as a function of 

primarily the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe structures. Nondeclarative 

memory is presented as a more complex interplay involving the cerebellum, 

neocortex, hippocampus, striatum, and reflex pathways. The authors argued that the 

hippocampus is not an island, but rather a set of interconnected neurons networked 

with other neurons.

Closely associated with memory is the concept of executive function. Pennington, 

Bennetto, McAieer, and Roberts (1996) defined executive function as the ability to 

maintain an appropriate problem-solving set for the attainment of a future goal.

Embedded in this notion is the importance of inhibition, planning and mental 

representation of tasks and goals. Although executive function is identified as having 

a neuroanatomical location of the prefrontal cortex, the vital role of memory, 

specifically working memory is described by Denckla (1996).

Working memory is considered by some to be the key to executive function 

(Pennington, Bennetto, McAleer & Roberts, 1996). As opposed to short-term and
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long-term memory, which are retrospective in nature, working memory is prospective. 

One must “remember to remember" when planning or problem solving.

Olton (1983) suggested that within every learning task, there are two types of 

memory for organizing the associated information, working and reference memory.

For a given situation, the specific, personal, and temporal contexts are coded in 

working memory. This would be memory for events that occur in a specific event or 

exceptional, different task. In contrast, reference memory encompasses memory for 

general information regarding procedures, rules, and general knowledge. Unlike 

working memory for a specific situation, reference memory encodes memory for 

events that happen routinely based on expectancies. It would be expected that 

learning in any new task would be based in working memory, but that after repeated 

experience, the emphasis would be a shift toward reference memory. In the event the 

task requires the processing of new information with each trial, then both working and 

reference memory would be activated.

Cognitive Impairment as a Consequence of MTBI

A number of studies appear in the literature that describe persistent cognitive 

impairment secondary to mild traumatic brain injury. These investigations 

substantiate the notion that cognitive impairment following MTBI is a very real 

problem causing prolonged difficulties that affect functional outcome.

The classic study was performed by Rimel, Giordani, Barth, Boll, and Jane (1981), 

who assessed a group of 538 patients three months after injury. Significant memory 

deficits were reported by 58% of these individuals, with 34% reporting the cognitive 

deficits severe enough that they had either lost their jobs or had been unable to return
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to work. The researchers noted that this rate of unemployment was the most striking 

observation in their study. Generally study subjects acknowledged their memory 

difficulties and found them troubling, which intensified their anxiety and frustration 

(Rime! et al, 1981).

Wrightson and Gronwall (1981) evaluated a sample of 66 young employed men 

regarding orientation, post-traumatic amnesia, age, recent memory, and employment 

status. Subjects were divided into five groups and evaluated at 7,14, 30, and 90 

days post-injury. Although 32% of the subjects were able to return to work within 14 

days of injury, 60% had symptoms of headache, dizziness, diplopia, and impaired 

balance when they returned. Forty-six percent reported they were not able to work as 

well as they were before their injury (Wrightson & Gronwall, 1981).

A study by Coonley-Hoganson, Sachs, Desai and Whitman (I984) examined the 

natural course of subjects discharged from an emergency department following head 

injury. Using a structured interview 48 hours after injury, 52% of subjects complained 

of subjective symptoms and 27% had not resumed normal activities. One week later, 

27% continued to complain of sequelae, while 13% had not resumed normal activity, 

in genera! those over the age of 65 complained of more post-injury problems and had 

the most difficulty resuming activity (Coonley-Hoganson, Sachs, Desai and Whitman, 

I984)

In a three-center study conducted by Levin, Mattis, Ruff, Eisenberg, Marshall, 

Tabaddor, High, and Frankowski (I987), 57 patients were evaluated for cognitive 

performance following MTBI. A structured interview was conducted to assess the 

presence and severity of memory impairment at one week, one month, and three
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months post-injury. Neurobehavioral impairment with disturbances of attention, 

memory, and information-processing were common during the first few days after 

MTBI. However, factor analysis revealed a cognitive-depression factor which 

addressed complaints of depression, impaired recent and remote memory, poor 

concentration and impaired thinking (Levin et ai, 1987).

Other researchers supported these finding of memory impairment. A two-year 

follow-up study of 57 patients by van Zomeren and van den Burg (1985) identified 84% 

of patients in their sample as having memory impairments which were intensified by 

their inability to screen out and organize competing stimuli. These deficits became 

increasingly apparent as these participants attempted to return to work or school. 

Difficulty in skill acquisition and the integration of new information contributed to even 

greater memory disturbances (van Zomeren & van den Burg, 1985).

Lowdown, Briggs and Cockin (1989) studied the effect of hospitalization after MTBI 

on the incidence and duration of post-concussion symptoms. One hundred fourteen 

subjects were randomized into overnight observation and immediate discharge 

groups. Six weeks post-injury, a questionnaire addressing the presence or duration of 

six post-care symptoms, return to work, and any pending compensation case was 

mailed to each subject. Of those responding, the patents discharged from the 

emergency department had a similar incidence of symptoms, but of shorter duration 

and less time off work than the group that had been admitted. The investigators 

concluded that prophylactic admission was not indicated in the event of MTBI 

(Lowdon, Briggs & Cockin, 1989).
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Wittenberg, DiGiulio, Perrin, and Bass (1991) evaluated 223 patients six months 

post-injury and assessed the subjective complaints of the study sample. More than 

50% of those assessed complained of forgetting the reason for entering a room, 

choosing a direction, or the content of daily conversation. Well-established factual 

information seemed to be retained with minimal difficulty. However, the abilities to 

retain any newly acquired information or to assimilate that data with previous 

knowledge were impaired (Mittenberg, DiGiulio, Perrin & Bass, 1991).

A prospective follow-up study of 51 subjects was performed to determine the 

characteristics of individuals developing post-concussive syndrome and to monitor 

developing symptoms. Two self-report questionnaires, the Millon Behavioral Health 

Inventory (MBA) and the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) were completed at the 

time of discharge, three months, and one year post-injury. A structured interview was 

also completed. Results indicated considerable morbidity one year after injury, with 

25% of subjects complaining of compromised health status. Fifty percent complained 

of symptoms, such as headache, dizziness, memory and concentration deficits 

attributed to the trauma (Middelboe, Andersen, Birket-Smith & Friis, 1992).

Englander, Hall, Stimpson, and Chaffin (I992) evaluated subjective complaints and 

return to employment in a group of 77 individuals one to three months post-injury. Of 

the total study sample, 17% reported memory problems sufficient to affect their 

everyday activity at work, school, or home. Those individuals with occupations that 

demanded a high level of personal interaction, coupled with frequent interruptions and 

the necessity to work on multiple projects simultaneously, were likely to have the
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longest time of recovery to pre-injury performance (Englander, Hall, Stimpson & 

Chaffin, 1992).

In a study designed to investigate the interrelationships between common post- 

concussional complaints and emotional symptoms, Bohnen, Twijnstra and Jones 

(1992) selected 25 subjects with MTBI complicated by a history of emotional problems. 

A control group of 46 subjects with uncomplicated MTBI was also chosen. Using 

principal component analysis with varimax rotation, post-concussive sequelae could 

be distinguished from more emotional and functional complaints. Those subjects with 

uncomplicated MTBI complained of significantly more post-concussive problems, 

such as headache, dizziness, and concentration problems, than they did emotional 

and functional problems, such as crying or decreased libido. The researchers 

concluded that emotional and functional complaints are possibly related more to the 

patient’s inability to cope with environmental stress than to post-traumatic brain 

dysfunction (Bohnen, Twijnstra & Jones, 1992).

Thirty-two patients were evaluated in a study conducted by Arcia and Gualtieri 

(1992) using the Neurobehavioral Evaluation System, which has estimates of reliability 

ranging from 0.6 to 0.9. Using correlational statistics, symptoms of memory 

impairment were more strongly associated with neurobehavioral performance than 

any other symptoms. Memory impairment was more indicative of problems with the 

ability to process information rapidly (Arcia & Gualtieri, 1992).

Gognitive impairment and its relationship to the history of a period of 

unconsciousness after injury was evaluated in a study by Strugar, Sass, Buchanan, 

Spencer, and Lowe (1993). Using the verbal Selective Reminding Test (vSRT) in a
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group of 32 adults the average performance was well below the standardization mean 

of 114.98, with 28% of the participants scoring well below the fifth percentile for a 

healthy adult population. Interestingly, these individuals could function well, 

performing a single repetitive task for a prolonged period of time without displaying 

any deficit. However, if a stressful event occurred and disrupted that activity, the 

memory impairment became apparent (Strugar et al, I993).

Ninety-five patients were evaluated in a study by Levitt, Sutton, Goldman, Mikhail, 

and Christopher (I994). These patients were assessed using a questionnaire that was 

designed to determine if there were any post-injury alterations in cognitive functioning, 

memory, or lifestyle. Their results indicated that 32% of the subjects reported 

memory deficits that persisted one month after the injury. Study participants reported 

that pre-injury work output and efficiency were difficult to attain because of the 

memory difficulties and poor concentration. Task efficiency was further compromised 

as participants worked harder to attain premorbid levels of function (Levitt et al, I994).

Marsh and Smith (I995) assessed neuropsychological function and level of 

subjective symptomatology in 15 adults at two weeks, one month, and three months 

post-concussion, with performance matched to a group of normal controls. Significant 

deficits were observed at two weeks in intellectual, attentional, memory, and language 

abilities. By three months, deficits were still apparent (Marsh & Smith, I995).

Although representative of studies addressing cognitive impairment, these studies 

have several limitations and biases. In general, all of the studies Sack a control group, 

thereby making it impossible to determine the prevalence of the same 

symptomatology occurring without history of injury. Many studies used a
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questionnaire-type tool, relying on the subjective reports of the patient and their 

perceptions and interpretations of the questions. Given that this population has been 

shown to demonstrate some degree of cognitive dysfunction, the patient’s 

understanding of the intent of the question may be less than accurate. Other family 

members were not questioned regarding their perceptions of the patient’s cognitive 

abilities. As is often the case, the person being examined may grossly underestimate 

or overestimate their abilities, or be unwilling to admit certain disabilities. Additionally, 

much of these data were obtained from patients who chose to seek help or who were 

referred for neuropsychological examination. Those who are referred may represent 

a disproportionate number from upper socioeconomic levels who have greater access 

to medical care.

Variables Influencing Cognitive Impairment

Some of the preceding research identified pre-existing or injury-related variables 

that influenced cognitive impairment and eventual functional outcome. In cases 

where recovery of pre-injury level cognitive function does not occur, non-neurological 

factors must be investigated. Although the method of measuring outcome may yield 

variable results, pre-existing factors such as personality, educational level, age, and 

emotional adjustment may interact with the trauma (Kibby & Long, I996).

Interestingly, the earliest study located in the literature addressing such variables 

was completed by Denker (I944). In a review of 100 MTBS patients over a 12-year 

period, Denker found that headache and dizziness persisted in 33% of patients for 

more than one year, with some symptoms still present in about 15% of patients after 

three years. Age, however, was stressed as an important factor in recovery.
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Prognosis was twice as favorable in patients under the age of 30 when compared to 

those over the age of 40 (Denker, 1944).

Rutherford, Merrett, and McDonald (1977) evaluated 669 head-injured patients and 

gathered information regarding symptomatology at six weeks and factors present at 

the time of injury. Although symptom rate did not differ significantly among age 

groups, there were more complaints attributed to women than men. Etiology of injury, 

specifically fall injury, was associated with greater symptomatology. Although a 

significant correlation was not detected, there was a trend in the association between 

symptomatology and duration of post-traumatic amnesia (PTA). The researchers 

believed that, given a larger series of subjects, this association would achieve 

significance. The greatest difficulty in this instance was the accurate determination of 

the duration of PTA (Rutherford, Merrett & McDonald, 1977).

Dikmen, McLean, and Temkin (1986) delineated the effects of MTBI using the Head 

Injury Symptom Checklist in a group of 20 patients. They found that significant 

dysfunction in emotional behavior, alertness, and social interaction, existed one 

month after injury. Although MTBI was not directly implicated, injuries to other organs 

or body systems negatively affected the performance of 11 subjects in major 

occupations and leisure activities. Nine of these individuals were unable to return to 

work or school (Dikmen, McLean & Temkin, I986).

Stambrook, Moore, Peters, Deviaene, and Hawryluk (I990) evaluated return to 

work as the outcome variable in their study looking at factors impacting cognitive 

function. A sample of 131 head injury patients was evaluated using the Profile of 

Mood States, Sickness impact Profile, and the Rate Adjustment Scale. On stepwise
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multiple regression analysis post-injury return to work was associated with pre-injury 

vocational status, age, and admission GCS, with an R2 value of 0.38 (Stambrook et 

al, 1986).

A study conducted by Cohadon, Richer, and Castel (1991) examined the impact of 

pre-traumatic personality and psychosocial status on post-concussion symptoms. 

Pre-traumatic situational parameters, such as family, social, personality and 

psychological balance, were recorded for a sample of 154 subjects. Traits 

characterizing limited autonomy and strength with poor social capability were detected 

in 38%. Follow up evaluation was conducted at one, three, and six months with this 

same sample for the presence of intellectual, psychological, and behavioral 

difficulties. Initial functional complaints persisted for about three months and then 

disappeared (Cohadon, Richer & Castel, 1991).

The National Head Injury Foundation Substance Abuse Task Force determined 

that approximately 50% of head injury patients had some degree of pre-injury alcohol 

and substance abuse. The pattern of abuse typically continues, contributing to poor 

treatment compliance and poor long-term adjustment. Additionally, individuals 

already impaired by a history of chronic alcohol abuse may have even less capacity to 

compensate for the effects of the head injury and diminished reserves to utilize in any 

rehabilitation efforts (Miller, I992).

Temkin, Holubkov, Machamer, Winn, and Dikmen (I995) used classification and 

regression trees (CART) to explain outcomes following all head injury. In their 

investigation, they used CART to explain higher level cognitive abilities at one year 

after injury. Cognitive abilities were measured using the Halstead Impairment index.
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Age and GCS scores had the strongest explanatory values, ranging from 0.28 to 0.88 

(Temkin et al, 1995).

Fifty-three patients were included in a study examining the association of sex, age, 

education level, GCS, duration of coma, duration of PTA, and return to work with 

cognitive function. Cognitive abilities were measured with tests of attention and 

immediate and delayed recognition, while the personality profile was developed using 

the Minnesota Multi phasic Test (MMPI). The most significant difference in cognitive 

function was attributed to duration of coma and PTA, with p values < 0.0001 derived 

through t test. Although gender did not reach statistical significance, the researchers 

did recognize a notable female prevalence in patients with greater cognitive 

dysfunction, with 63% of patients with deficits being female (Cattelani, Gugliotta, 

Maravita & Mazzucchi, 1996).

The impact of non-neurological factors was considered by Kibby and Long (I996). 

They noted that post-concussive syndrome reflected the interaction between the 

individual’s brain function, stress management abilities and perceived stress. Even 

individuals who never sustained an injury report post-concussion symptoms of 

headache, fatigue, irritability and impaired concentration and memory during stressful 

periods. Poor stress management is proposed to be the predominant factor in cases 

of post-concussive syndrome in MTBI when there are no identifiable cognitive deficits 

(Kibby & Long, I996).

Hanlon, Demery, Martinovich and Kelly (I999) examined the influence of various 

neurological variables on neuropsychological outcomes. In 100 cases, significant 

differences in outcome were identified between subgroups of subjects classified by
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mechanism of injury and etiology of injury. No differences were detected in patients 

based on loss of consciousness (Hanlon, Demery, Martinovich & Kelly, 1999).

Outcomes at one week and three months post-injury and associated factors were 

investigated by Ponsford, Willmontt, Rothwell, Cameron, Kelly, Nelms, Curran and Ng 

(2000). Eighty-four adults with MTBI were compared with 53 adults with other minor 

injuries. One week post-injury, those with MTBI reported headache, dizziness, 

fatigue, visual disturbances and memory deficits. Although most subjects reported 

resolving symptoms at three months, 24% of subjects still experienced problems that 

significantly disrupted their normal lives. These subjects were more likely to be 

female students injured in a motor vehicle accident, having a history of previous head 

injury and neurological or psychological problems (Ponsford et al, 2000).

A study by Drake, Gray, Yoder, Pramuka and Llewellyn (2000) used a stepwise 

discriminant function analysis to examine the role of injury severity variables, cognitive 

performance and ratings of symptoms of MTBI in predicting work status. Age, verbal 

memory and verbal fluency were predictive of work status 3 to 15 months after MTBI 

(Drake, Gray, Yoder, Pramuka & Llewellyn, 2000).

The influence of prior injury has been variably addressed in the literature.

Although a study by Bijur, Haslum, and Golding (I996) indicated repeated head injury 

had no significant effect on intellectual function in children, Carlsson, Svardsudd, and 

Welin (I987) found that repeated injuries in adults led to increasingly severe 

symptoms and impaired performance. They concluded that repeated head injury with 

impaired level of consciousness, regardless of its brevity, is capable of leading to 

permanent dysfunction (Carlsson, Svardsudd & Welin, I987).
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Gaps and limitations exist in this collection of studies addressing factors impacting 

cognitive function, interpreting the outcomes information is further complicated by the 

mixture of evaluative measures. As different studies utilize post-concussion 

symptoms, return to work, or cognitive deficits as outcome measures, the lack of 

consistency makes comparison difficult. Similar cognitive measures, standard time 

frames, and the use of appropriately matched controls would contribute to consistency 

across studies (Kibby & Long, 1996). In reviewing this literature, the impact of various 

singular factors on MTBI outcomes has been examined. However, little has been 

done to investigate the interactions of these factors or to determine the constellation 

of factors that could explain cognitive impairment.

Measurement of Cognitive Impairment

The previously referenced studies cite a variety of tests used to measure cognitive 

impairment. Neuropsychological testing with an tool appropriate for the patient’s age 

and capability must be conducted to determine the presence and magnitude of 

cognitive impairment. In his theory of cognitive recovery, Luria (1973) described 

human cognitive function as the participation of three functional units, working in 

concert. The units are hierarchical in structure, with the lowest unit regulating tone 

and waking, the next highest unit for obtaining, processing, and storing information 

from the outside world, and the highest level unit for programming, regulating, and 

verifying mental activity. Within his theory, individual assessment of cognitive 

functioning is necessary to determine the patient’s specific strengths and deficits. 

Tasks must match the level of cognitive functioning to be of any value in rehabilitation.
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Using Luria’s description, cognitive function can be conceptually defined as that group 

of behaviors that indicate the integrity of the three functional units.

After completing a review of various instruments, Kane and Kane (1981) 

determined that cognitive evaluation includes twelve categories of assessment: 

attention span, concentration, intelligence, judgment, learning ability, memory, 

perception, orientation, psychomotor ability, problem-solving, social intactness, and 

reaction time. Although not all categories are specifically addressed in each test, all 

of the cognitive screening instruments contain devices for measuring at least a portion 

of these 12 categories.

Flannery (I995) developed the Levels of Cognitive Functioning Assessment Scale 

(LOCFAS) to operationally describe cognitive function as observations of particular 

behaviors during the acute phase of a head injury. A summary grid was developed 

allowing the nurse to designate the cognitive level in which most behaviors were 

observed. This outcome score indicates the patient’s maximum capacity at the time 

of each observation. Using an adaptation of the Rancho Los Amigos scale, each 

level of the LOCFAS is presented as a behavioral description in narrative form and 

the rater must decide which level best describes the patient’s behavior. Although 

construct and content validity has been evaluated, congruent validity comparing the 

LOCFAS to other similar measures of cognitive function have not been completed.

The Guild Memory Test (GMT) measures components of memory, evaluating 

recall of paragraphs, paired associations, digit span and geometric design. In a study 

of 228 elderly persons the GMT was correlated with the Wechsler Memory Scale 

(WMS). Although the GMT was highly correlated with the WMS with a p < 0.001,
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performance was negatively influenced by extraneous variables such as pain and lack 

of motivation. In addition, reliable results seemed to be more likely if a trained 

examiner was used (Crook. Gilbert & Ferris, i960).

Cole and Dastoor (1987) developed the Hierarchic Dementia Scale (HDS), 

assessing cognitive impairment based on Piagetian concepts, emphasizing the 

hierarchic nature of declining mental function. The tool measures 20 functions, and 

has demonstrated high interrater reliability and concurrent validation. In tests 

comparing the HDS with the Blessed Dementia Scale, the correlation coefficient was 

0.72. The test is easy to administer, with little training needed. However, the length 

of the test is a negative, given varying degrees of attention span and easy 

distractibility of some dementia patients.

The Brief Cognitive Rating Scale (BCRS) is a rapid, structured clinical assessment 

of cognitive decline. Magnitude of impairment is evaluated for concentration, recent 

and past memory, orientation, and functioning/self-care. Its ability, though, to address 

the continuum of cognitive capacity from none to severe was brought into question in 

a study by Reisberg, Schneck, Ferris, Schwartz, and DeLeon (1983). While the BCRS 

did appear to be able to assess a broad range of impairment in patients with primary 

degenerative dementia, less reliable results were returned for individuals with 

cognitive impairment due to other causes.

The Neurobehaviorai Cognitive Status Examination (NCSE) provides a profile of 

cognitive status. After first assessing general factors of level of consciousness, 

attention and orientation, independent tests are used to evaluate function in five major 

ability areas: language, constructions, memory, calculation and reasoning (Kieman,
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Mueller, Langston & Van Dyke, 1987), The screen and metric approach minimizes the 

assessment of intact abilities and focuses on a more detailed assessment of areas of 

impairment The usefulness of the NCSE has been demonstrated in studies detecting 

cognitive impairment and predicting improvement in post-operative neurosurgical 

patients (Cammermeyer & Prendergast, 1997) and CVA patients (Mitrushina, Abara & 

Blumenfefd, 1994). Additionally, its ease of administration and utilization by nurse 

researchers has been demonstrated by Cammermeyer and Prendergast (1997).
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Chapter 3 

Research Design

In this study, correlations and regression analyses were used to determine the 

relationships and influences between each of the ten independent variables (one 

neurological factor, one psychological factor, two physical factors, five objective 

cognitive deficit factors, one subjective cognitive deficit factor) and the dependent 

variable (functional outcome). The independent variables were hypothesized to 

have an effect on functional outcome as well as effects on other factors. Nine 

regression analyses are required to determine the effects.

Sample

Power Analysis

In reviewing the pertinent literature, Stanbrook, Moore, Peters, Devianene and 

Hawryluk (1990) detailed the impact of age, psychological variables, and 

subjective deficits on functional deficits one year after mild traumatic brain injury: 

Age r = 0.17

Psychological: Anxiety r = 0.18

Confusion r = 0.24

Depression r = 0.20

Subjective deficits r = 0.22 -  0.38

Cicerone and Kalmar (I997) determined the correlations for functional outcome and 

the cognitive subgroup to be 0.37. A moderate effect size was anticipated. Cohen 

defined a moderate effect size as one accounting for a 30% difference between two

40
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groups (Munro, I997). In this study, the two groups would those who were functionally 

impaired versus those who were unimpaired.

Munro (I997) described Cohen’s method for determining sample size for multiple 

regression studies.

Small effect = 10% difference, R2 = 0.02 

Moderate effect = 30% difference, R2 = 0.13

Large effect = 50% difference, R2 = 0.30 

The formula was:

n =  L (1 -  R2 )  + u +  1 

R2

Where N = total sample size

L = effect size index (from table) 

u = number of independent variables 

Given this equation:

R2 = 0.13, u = 12, L = 19.7, therefore 

= 19.7 f 1 -  0.13) + 12+ 1 

0.13

= 131.8 + 12+1

= 144.8 -  145

Anticipating a moderate effect size from the magnitude of relationships observed in 

the literature, and an alpha of 0.05, 145 subjects were needed to obtain significant 

relationships.
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Participant Seiection

Participants were English-speaking adults (ages 18-65) with a diagnosis of MTBI 

consecutively admitted to the emergency departments of two Level one, one Level 3 

and one Level 4 trauma facility in a South Texas metropolitan area. MTBI was 

defined as involving a loss of consciousness not to exceed 30 minutes, post-traumatic 

amnesia of 24 hours or less, and an initial Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13 to 15 

(Barth & Macciochi, 1993).

Instruments

Head Injury Symptom Checklist (HISC) (Appendix A)

The HISC was used to collect information relative to the subjective cognitive 

deficits associated with the injury that can directly affect the ability to function. The 

HISC evaluated a set of 12 symptoms frequently reported as sequelae of traumatic 

brain injury, relying totally on the individual’s report of changes in functioning or 

performance due to injury (Patrick, Bush & Chen, I974). Participants were asked to 

answer “yes” or “no” regarding the presence of each of the 12 symptoms: headaches, 

fatigue, dizziness, blurred vision, bothered by noise, bothered by light, insomnia, 

difficulty concentrating, irritability, loss of temper easily, memory difficulties, and 

anxiety. Completion required about 10 minutes.

The HISC was selected for this study because of its widespread use in other 

studies involving mild traumatic brain injury (McLean, Dikmen, Temkin, Wyler & Gale, 

I984; McLean, Dikmen & Temkin, I993; Dikmen, McLean & Temkin, I986; Colantino, 

Dawson & McLellan, I998). it has been used in postacute populations and includes 

items that have been shown to reflect outcome (McLean, Dikmen, & Temkin, I993).
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The checklist is useful in this population because it is considered to be sensitive 

enough to detect impairment in mild injury (Colantonio, Dawson & McLellan, 1998).

The number of “yes” answers was used for data analysis.

Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) (Appendix B)

The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale was used to evaluate depression, anxiety, 

sense of self, and personality style. It was a 20-item scale covering affective, 

psychological, and somatic symptoms. The patient specified the frequency with which 

the symptoms had been experienced. Raw scores below 50 were normal, while most 

individuals with depressive tendencies scored between 50 and 69. The highest 

possible score was 80 (Zung, 1964). Raw scores were used for data analysis.

The Zung scale was formulated as a way to assess depression symptoms without 

administrator bias affecting the results. The items were designed to help identify 

individuals presenting with nebulous physical symptoms of depression, such as 

headache or insomnia. In developing the Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS), Zung 

(1964) utilized factor analysis to determine the set of underlying factors constituting 

depression. Utilizing the work of Grinker, Overall and Friedman in development of the 

SDS, Zung noted that the most commonly found characteristics of depression fell into 

three categories: pervasive affect (depressed, crying spells), physiological 

equivalents (sleep disorders, appetite disorders, weight loss, decreased libido), and 

psychological equivalents (anxiety, confusion, irritability, personal devaluation). Using 

these characteristics, Zung established the diagnostic criteria for depression and 

constructed a scale addressing the symptoms. He utilized verbatim records from 

patient interviews to build the statements in the scale. Ten of the 20 items were
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worded symptomatically positive and 10 symptomatically negative to avoid subject 

response set (Zung, I964).

In a sample of 225 participants, reliability of the SDS was found to be 0.73 (p < 

0.01). Concurrent validity for the SDS was measured by correlation with the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (MMPI). The highest coefficient was obtained 

between the SDS and the MMPI depression subscale, with R = 0.70 (Zung, I967). 

Validity was demonstrated in a study of 360 individuals with known depression in 

which 88% were identified correctly. Conversely, in another study of 1108 normal 

participants, 88% were evaluated as “not depressed.” Participants in these studies 

ranged in age from 20 to 64 years, as the scale was found to lose its discriminatory 

power in subjects less than 19 years and over 65 years (Zung, I972).

Because prior depression diagnoses were unknown for the participants in this 

study, the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale was selected because of its use in 

screening individuals who had not previously been diagnosed with depression. 

Additionally, the scale was shown in the literature to be inclusive of symptoms of 

depression, such as anxiety. The scale was also short and quantitative and could be 

self-administered.

Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (IN OS El CAppertrfix O)

The NCSE took 10 to 20 minutes to administer and assessed level of 

consciousness, attention, orientation, language, constructions, memory, calculations, 

and reasoning. An established testing protocol utilized a small spiral bound 

notebook, eight flat colored squares and six common objects, such as paper, pen, 

keys, paper clip, watch, and ring. The scores in each of the test areas were recorded
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on the front of the examination booklet, generating a differentiated profile that 

summarizes test results and reflects cognitive status. Space was provided within the 

examination booklet for the clinician to record any factors that may have affected test 

performance. These included sensory or motor deficits, drug regimens, occupation, 

or performance anxiety (Oehlert, Hass, Freeman, Williams, Ryan & Summerall, 1997). 

The number of scales failing outside the normal range was used for data analysis.

With the exception of the memory and orientation portions, each test began with a 

screen item that was a demanding test of the skill to be evaluated. Approximately 

20% of the normal population fail the screen question. If the subject passed the 

screen, that particular skill was considered to be intact and no further testing of that 

skill was necessary. If, however, the screen was failed, the metric portion of the test 

was administered. The metric consisted of a series of questions of graded difficulty 

and provided a measure of quantitative evaluation whenever the question of cognitive 

disability was raised. Subjects who failed the screen could still demonstrate normal 

cognitive abilities through their performance on the metric (Kiernan, Mueller, Langston 

& Van Dyke, 1987).

The NCSE had been used in several populations in the evaluation of cognitive 

function. Schwamm, Van Dyke, Kiernan, Merrin, and Mueller (1987) found that the 

NCSE provided greater sensitivity in identifying individuals with cognitive deficits than 

the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and the Cognitive Capacity Screening 

Examination (CCSE). Because a graded series of test items were used within each 

cognitive domain, the likelihood of detecting mild deficits was enhanced. Not only 

was the particular area identified, but the degree of impairment was quantified as well.
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Isolated deficits were detected with greater frequency, thereby supporting the 

specificity of the too! (Schwamm, Van Dyke, Kieman, Merrin & Mueller, 1987).

Osmon, Smet, Winegarden, and Gandhavadi (1992) evaluated the use of the 

NCSE in stroke rehabilitation. Patients could easily be screened for the presence of 

impairment, with the results guiding subsequent neuropsychological evaluations. 

Group differences were noted between the brain-damaged and control groups, 

verifying the construct validity of the test as a measure of cognitive dysfunction 

associated with brain damage. Language scales were more impaired in the left 

hemispheric stroke group and constructions were more impaired in the right 

hemispheric group. Multiple correlations between the various scales suggested that 

some factors, such as attention, were critical for adequate performance on the other 

scales addressing comprehension, calculation, and memory (Osmon, Smet, 

Winegarden & Gandhavadi, 1992).

Cammermeyer and Prendergast (1997) used the NCSE to establish a database of 

neurocognitive profiles on subjects with a variety of neurocognitive disorders. Four 

diagnostic groups (Alzheimer’s Disease, multi-infarct dementia, dementia of unknown 

etiology, and traumatic brain injury) were large enough to demonstrate cognitive 

deficits that could be considered characteristic for the entire group. Orientation, 

constructional skills, and verbal and auditory memory were all found to be particularly 

sensitive and showed a decline as a result of the insult (Cammermeyer &

Prendergast, 1997).

The NCSE was used to screen for cognitive deficits in MTBI and to determine any 

association with age, injury severity score and length of stay, in a sample population
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of 107 subjects, significant correlation (p = 0.037) was noted between Glasgow Coma 

Scale (GCS) scores and overall cognitive screening scores. Subjects with GCS 

scores of 13 or 14 were most likely to have deficits in orientation attention, repetition, 

and construction (Blostein, Jones, Buechler & Vandongen, I997).

The NCSE was selected for this study because of its use in traumatic brain injury 

(Cammermeyer & Prendergast, I997) and its use in evaluating objective cognitive 

function (Schwamm, Van Dyke, Kiernan, Merrin & Mueller, I987). In addition, the 

Schwamm study also emphasized that the use of the metric testing within each 

cognitive domain increased the likelihood of detecting mild deficits. The study by 

Blostein, Jones, Buechler and Vandongen (I997) demonstrated significant correlation 

with GCS scores in the appropriate range for mild traumatic brain injury.

Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) (Appendix D)

Developed by Bergner, Bobbitt, Carter and Gilson in I976, the Sickness Impact 

Profile provided a measure of perceived health status and was sensitive enough to 

detect changes over time. The SIP contained 136 statements about health-related 

functions in 12 different categories: sleep and rest, eating, work, home management, 

recreation and pastimes, ambulation, mobility, body care and movement, social 

interaction, alertness behavior, emotional behavior, and communication. The 

categories were then segregated into two domains, physical and psychological. An 

interviewer can administer the questions in 20 to 30 minutes, or it can be self

administered. The subject was asked to confirm only those statements that describe 

the individual’s health on a given day. Scores were generated for each category and 

domain. A single overall score was then calculated and used for data analysis.
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Initial work on the SIP began in 1972. After the first collection of statements 

describing sickness-related behavioral dysfunction from patients, caregivers, and 

health care professionals, the items were grouped into categories and subjected to 

evaluation for reliability and validity. In the original 1973 pilot study, a scoring method 

was developed, using item scale values obtained from 25 judges who rated each SIP 

item on a 15-point scale of dysfunction, ranging from minimal to maximal. An overall 

percent score could then be obtained. Scores greater than or equal to 30 are 

consistent with severe impairment (Bergner, Bobbitt, Kressei, Pollard, Gilson &

Morris, I976).

Test-retest reliability of the SIP was investigated with different interviewers, forms, 

administration procedures and subjects differing in severity of dysfunction. Reliability 

was found to be high, with R values of 0.75 to 0.92. It did not appear to be affected 

by the different variables (Pollard, Bobbitt, Bergner, Martin & Gilson, I976).

Validity of the SIP was determined by analyzing the relationship between SIP 

scores and measures of self-assessment, dinician assessment and Activities of Daily 

Living Index. With R values of ranging from 0.62 to 0.90, validity was rated as high. 

SIP scores discriminated among subsamples and correlations between each measure 

with SIP scores provided further evidence for the observed validity (Bergner, Bobbitt, 

Pollard, Martin & Gilson, 1976).

The Sickness Impact Profile was selected for this study because of its acceptance 

as a valid and reliable measure of outcomes and quality of life (Damiano, 1996). In 

addition, the SIP had been used in a previously cited study by Middleboe, Andersen,
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Birket-Smith and Friis (1991) evaluating the impact on general health one year after 

minor head injury.

Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix E)

A generic collection tool developed by the principal investigator was used to gather 

both demographic information and data concerning neurologic and physical factors.

In addition, this information helped determine whether or not an individual was

appropriate to include in the study

Procedure

Approval from the Institutional Review boards of the facilities was secured, 

consistent with the guidelines established by the University of Texas Health Science 

Center at San Antonio and the participating facilities. Each prospective subject was 

approached during his/her hospitalization by a member of the emergency department 

staff and, using a script developed by the primary investigator (Appendix F), asked if 

he/she would consider participating in the study. The primary investigator was given 

the names of those individuals expressing interest and contacted them within 48 

hours. Each prospective participant received an explanation of the purpose of the 

study from the primary investigator, if the individual was unable to understand the 

explanation, the next-of-kin was contacted. The investigator obtained consent 

(Appendix G) at this time and established a date, time and location for evaluation one 

month after the injury. The primary investigator sent each participant a fact sheet 

summarizing the objectives of the study and a reminder regarding the date, time and 

location for the follow up appointment. Two days before that date, the individuals were 

contacted by telephone to confirm the appointment. Prior to the follow up visit, the
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participant's hospital chart was reviewed to obtain demographic information regarding 

ages gender, etiology of trauma and initial and final GCS (Appendix H). At the follow 

up appointment, one-half of the participants were asked to complete the Head Injury 

Symptom Checklist (HISC), the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS), and the 

Sickness Impact Profile (SIP). After a 10 minute break, the interviewer administered 

the Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (NCSE). The other half of the 

subjects were given the NCSE first, followed by the 10 minute break. The subjects 

then completed the three self-administered evaluations (HISC, SDS, then SIP). This 

order reversal helped attenuate any effects of fatigue that might occur by 

administering the tests in one particular order. Odd numbered participants (numbers 

1, 3, 5, ....) received the NCSE first, while even numbered participants (2, 4, 6 , . . . )  

received the self-administered tests first. Total time for all testing was approximately 

1 Vz hours. These instruments were being used to evaluate the influence of 

neurological, physical and psychological factors referenced in Kay’s model. Details 

concerning the factors measured by a particular instrument are found in Table 1.

Several assumptions were made in considering the conduct of this study. Given 

the area of the state in which the study would be completed, it was assumed that a 

large number of participants in the sample would be of Hispanic heritage. It was 

assumed that any neurobehavioral tools used in the study would have validity in this 

population considering any cultural or language influences. All tools had to be 

administered in English because of the language limitations of the investigator. This 

factor was also a limitation. Individuals with significant deficits might be missed 

because of the language barrier.
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Statistical Analysis

Interview data was categorized as “yes / no” questions regarding physical deficits 

(“Are you experiencing any problems with your balance that you weren’t having before 

your injury. Are you experiencing any problems that you feel might be related to any 

medications?”). A “yes” answer to any one of these would be rated as a physical 

deficit.

The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale yielded a raw score ranging from 20 to 80. 

Scores below 50 were considered normal (not depressed), while those over 50 were 

categorized as depressed (Zung, 1964). Higher scores represented increasing 

degrees of depression. For this study, the raw score was used for data analysis.

The NCSE yielded scores for each subset that were plotted on a profile illustrating 

the overall pattern of abilities and disabilities. Cammermeyer and Evans (1988) 

considered individuals with two subset scores falling outside the average range as 

being impaired. The number of scales that fell outside the normal range was 

recorded for data analysis.

Colantonio’s work with the HISC (1995) found that reports of two subjective 

complaints, headache and tiring easily, were not significantly different between injured 

individuals and their normal controls and were both rated as occurring 30% of the 

time. However, all of the other factors were rated as occurring more than 30% in the 

impaired group. The percentage of positive responses was recorded for data 

analysis.

Following the collection of these data, the information was subjected to 

appropriate statistical analysis for each specific study aim.
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Specific Aim #1

The data from the HISC, SDS and NCSE was analyzed with descriptive 

statistics. This analysis described the occurrence of neurological, physical, 

psychosocial, subjective cognitive and objective cognitive deficits one month post

injury.

Regression analysis was used to identify the independent variable or variables that 

most significantly influenced functional outcome. The correlations and adjusted R2 

values were calculated.

Specific Aim #2

Using the calculated correlations and regression analysis, the strongest influence 

on functional outcome was determined and represented by a Venn diagram
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Chapter 4 

Results

Kay’s model of proposed variables influencing functional outcome suggested that 

particular factors, such as neurological, physical, psychological, objective cognitive 

deficits, and subjective cognitive deficits, can explain functional outcome following mild 

traumatic brain injury. This study used multiple correlation and regression analysis to 

determine the relationships and influences between each of the ten independent 

variables (one neurological factor, one psychological factor, two physical factors, five 

objective cognitive deficit factors, one subjective cognitive deficit factor) and the 

dependent variable (functional outcome). The independent variables of neurological 

factors, physical factors and psychological factors were proposed to have a direct 

effect on functional outcome as well as effects on both objective and subjective 

cognitive deficits. In the adaptation of the model hypothesized in this study, the 

potential direct influences were evaluated through the use of selected neurobehavioral 

measurements. Nine regression analyses were employed to determine the 

relationships and influences.

Sample

One hundred ninety-seven individuals were approached to participate in the study. 

Thirty-two individuals declined, citing disinterest (78%), lack of good English-speaking 

skills (15.6%), and out-of-town residence (6.4%). A total of 165 individuals consented 

to participate, with 20 being lost in follow-up. Thirteen individuals (65%) elected not to 

participate, while 7 (35%) could not be contacted. The final sample consisted of 145 

English-speaking adult participants (ages 18-65) with the diagnosis of mild traumatic
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brain injury (MTB!) who were evaluated over a 10 month period. One hundred five 

participants (72.3%) came from emergency room admissions at the two level I 

facilities, 25 participants^ 7.2%) came from the level 3 facilitiy, and 15 participants 

(10.3%) came from the level 4 trauma facility. Males accounted for 78% of the 

participants while 22% were female. Participant ages ranged from 19 to 58, with the 

mean age 36.4 years. Individual participant evaluations were completed in a single 

session, 29 to 37 days post-injury, with the average 32 days.

Participants reported an average time of loss of consciousness of 1.5 minutes.

This, however, was uncertain in most cases, as most participants had no real sense 

of the time involved and witness reliability was variable. Average time of post- 

traumatic amnesia was reported to be 1.2 hours.

A demographic questionnaire was used to collect information regarding marital 

status, highest level of education, etiology of trauma, report of any radiology studies, 

location of injury, employment status, history of previous head injury, balance 

problems, and effects of medications. In some cases, information was available on 

the medical record, but was confirmed during questioning. The information obtained 

from the participant was recorded and used in analysis.

Twenty-one participants (14.5%) were single, 103 participants (71%) were married, 

3 participants (2%) were widowed, and 18 participants (12.4%) were divorced.

Three participants (2%) had completed the 8th grade or less. Six participants (4%) 

had completed some high school, while 58 participants (40%) had completed high 

school. Eighteen participants (12.5%) had some college education, while 40
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participants (27.6%) had a college degree. Twenty participants (13.8%) had 

completed some graduate work.

The majority of participants were injured in a motor vehicle crash. One hundred 

nine (75.2%) were injured in either an automobile (102 participants) or motorcycle (7 

participants) accident. Twelve participants (8.3%) were injured in a fall. Ten were 

injured at home, while 2 were injured at work. The distance of the fall was between 3 

feet and 6 feet. Twenty-four participants (16.6%) were injured in sports-related 

accidents. Twelve were injured playing flag or touch football, 6 were injured playing 

soccer, 4 were injured playing basketball, and 4 were injured skating or 

skateboarding.

Diagnostically, 119 participants (82.1%) underwent a CT scan, which was negative 

for any focal injury. The remaining 26 participants had no radiographic study 

documented.

Eighty participants (55.2%) were injured in the frontal area of the head. Fifteen 

participants (10.3%) reported being injured on the top of the head. Thirty participants 

(20.7%) were injured on the side of the head, and 20 participants (13.8%) reported 

being injured on the back of the head.

One hundred four participants (71.7%) were employed at the time of testing, while 

18 participants (12.4%) identified themselves as students. Twenty-three participants 

(15.9%) reported being unemployed and out of school. None of the participants 

reported quitting a job or school subsequent to their injury.

No participant reported any previous head injury, balance problems, or adverse 

effects from medications. Table 2 summarizes the results of the demographic data.
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Data Analysis

Multiple correlations were calculated among the independent variables 

(neurological factors, physical factors, psychological factors, objective cognitive 

deficits, subjective cognitive deficits) and the dependent variable, functional outcome. 

Regression analysis was computed to determine which factor, or factors, most 

significantly contributed to functional outcome.

Chronological age, reflecting age of the cerebral cortex and cortical development, 

was used to represent neurological factors. Change in balance and effects of 

medications, determined by patient report on a demographic questionnaire, 

addressed the presence of physical factors. Because the influence of depression was 

most often noted in the literature as affecting functional outcome, psychological 

factors focused on depression and evaluated using the Zung Self-Rating Depression 

Scale (SDS). The raw score was used in data analysis. Objective cognitive deficits 

were evaluated using the Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (NCSE), 

with the number of scales falling into the abnormal range used for data analysis. 

Subjective cognitive deficits were measured using the Head Injury Symptom Checklist 

(HISC). The number of “yes” answers for items on the HISC was used for data 

analysis. The Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) was used to measure functional 

outcome. The overall score computed according to a standardized weighting scheme 

was used for data analysis.

Results of Variable Testing

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for each of the variables of interest. No 

changes in balance or medication effects were reported by any participant and those
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variables were treated as constant during all statistical calculations. The average 

Glasgow Coma Scale score, used only for inclusion criteria, was 14.7, well within the 

documented range for mild injury (GCS 13-15).
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Table 3

Descriptive Statistics for Model Variables

N Minimum Maximum Mean StdL Deviation

Age3 145 19.00 58.00 36.4276 9.8656

Balance1* 145 1.00 1.00 1.000 .0000

GCSC 145 13.00 15.00 14.6966 .6382

HISC** 145 .00 3.00 .4621 .8742

NCSE* 145 .00 2.00 .1931 .4609

SIP* 145 10.00 40.00 16.2621 8.5586

Zung9 145 35.00 54.00 40.7655 4.4363

a Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of neurological factor 
b Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of physical factor 
c Glasgow Coma Scale; obtained from medical record; inclusion criteria 
d Head Injury Symptom Checklist; measure of subjective cognitive deficit 
e Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam; measure of objective cognitive deficit 
f Sickness Impact Profile; measure of functional outcome 
g Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale; measure of psychological factors
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Psychological factors

The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) was used to evaluate depression, 

anxiety, sense of self and personality style. This 20-item scale addresses affective, 

psychological and somatic symptoms. The frequency of experiencing such symptoms 

was specified by the participant. Raw scores below 50 are normal, while scores 

between 50 and 69 are consistent with depressive tendencies. The highest possible 

score is 80 (Zung, I964). The raw score on the SDS was used for data collection.

The average SDS score was 40.8, below the score (50) for documenting 

depression. The minimum recorded score was 35 while the maximum was 54. Sixty- 

eight participants scored between 30 and 39, 61 participants had scores between 40 

and 49, and 16 participants had scores greater than 50. No participant scored above 

54.

Objective cognitive deficits

The Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (NCSE) assessed language, 

constructions, memory, calculations and reasoning. The scale was administered with 

an established testing protocol and took 10 to 20 minutes to administer. The scores

derived from each area generated a differentiated profile and reflected cognitive 

status.

Each test began with a screening item designed as a demanding test of the area of 

interest. If the screening items was passed, the skill was considered to be intact with 

no further testing needed. However, if the screening item was failed, the metric 

portion was administered. The metric portion consisted of a series of questions that 

became progressively more difficult, designed to provide a quantitative measure of
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cognitive ability. Participants failing the screen could still demonstrate normal 

cognitive abilities on the metric portion (Oehlert, Hass, Freeman, Williams, Ryan & 

Summerali, 1997).

The average number of abnormal scales in the NCSE for each participant was 0.2. 

The maximum number of abnormal scores measured was 2. Raw data showed 24 

participants had at least one abnormal scale measure. Of these 24, four of the 

participants had two abnormal scales. The scale most frequently reported to be 

abnormal (21 participants) was memory. Calculation was reported in the abnormal 

range by 4 participants while language repetition was reported abnormal in 3 

participants.

Subjective cognitive deficits

The Head Injury Symptom Checklist (HISC) was used to collect information 

relative to the physical factors associated with the injury that directly affected 

functional ability. The HISC evaluated the presence of 12 symptoms frequently 

reported as resulting from MTBI. The number of “yes” answers was used for data 

collection.

Descriptive statistics showed that less than one symptom was reported as present 

by the participant population. The maximum number of deficits reported was 3. One 

hundred five participants reported no deficits. One deficit was reported by 23 

participants. Seven participants reported 2 deficits whiie 10 participants reported 3 

deficits. The most frequently reported problem was dizziness (16 participants), 

followed by headache (12 participants), memory problems (9 participants) and 

difficulty concentrating (4 participants).
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Functional outcome

The Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) provided a measure of perceived health status 

with sufficient sensitivity to detect changes over time. The tool contained 136 

statements concerning health-related functions in 12 different categories. The 

participant was asked to confirm those statements describing his or her health on a 

given day. The percentage of “yes” answers was recorded for data analysis.

The average score on the SIP was 16.3. One hundred seven participants had 

scores ranging from 10 to 19. Twenty-two participants had scores 20 to 29, seven 

participants had scores of 30 to 39, and 9 had scores greater than 40.

Specific Aim #1

Regression analysis was used to identify the independent variable or variables that 

most significantly influenced functional outcome. The correlations and adjusted R2 

values were calculated.

Table 2 shows the correlations for the entire proposed model. The correlations 

ranged from a high of .922 to a low of -.046. With the exception of correlations for 

functional outcome with age (-.013), psychological factors with age (-.046), and 

subjective cognitive deficits with age (.054), all were significant at the 0.01 level.
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Table 4

Correlations for Model

Age Balance HISC NCSE SIP SDS

Age3 1.000 .a# .054 .379** -.013 -.046

Balance1® .a .a# .a .a .a .a

HI3CC .054 .a# 1.000 .225** .855** .922**

NCSEd .379** .a# .225** 1.000 .343** .236**

SIP® -.013 a# .855** .343** 1.000 .805**

SDSf -.046 .a# .922** .236** .805** 1.000

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 
# Cannot be computed because variable is constant

a Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of neurological factor 
b Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of physical factor 
c Head Injury Symptom Checklist; measure of subjective cognitive deficit 
d Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam; measure of objective cognitive deficit 
e Sickness Impact Profile; measure of functional outcome 
f Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale; measure of psychological factors
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The adaptation of Kay’s model suggested that subjective cognitive deficits, 

measured by the HISC, and objective cognitive deficits, measured by the NCSE, were 

also influenced by physical, neurological and psychological factors. Model 1 (Figure 

6) illustrated the relationship of the variables to objective cognitive deficits. Model 2 

(Figure 7) illustrated the relationship of the variables to subjective cognitive deficits. 

Regression analyses were completed that created 2 models designed to confirm 

portions of Kay’s model.

Factors vs. objective cognitive deficits (NCSE)

This relationship is illustrated in model 1 (Figure 6), detailing the relationship of 

neurological, physical, and psychological variables to objective cognitive deficits. 

Correlations were calculated to determine which factor contributed most significantly 

to objective cognitive deficits. Neurological factors (age) was positively correlated 

(.379) and was significant at p=.01. Physical factors, represented by balance, was 

regarded as a constant for calculation purposes. Psychological factors, measured by 

the SDS, were positively correlated (.236) and was significant at p=.01.

Factors vs. subjective cognitive deficits (HISC)

This relationship is illustrated in model 2 (Figure 7), detailing the relationship of 

neurological, physical, and psychological variables to subjective cognitive deficits. 

Correlations were calculated to determine which factor contributed most significantly 

to subjective cognitive deficits, measured by the HISC. Again, balance was regarded 

as a constant. Neurological factors (age) were positively correlated (.054) but did not 

reach significance. Psychological factors were positively correlated (.922) and 

significant at p=.01.
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Specific Aim #2

The second specific aim in this study sought to determine the mode! that best 

explains the factors contributing to functional outcome. Correlations for the model, 

represented by model 3 (Figure 7), showed neurological factors negatively correlated 

(-.013), physical factors again considered as a constant, objective cognitive deficits 

positively correlated (.343) and significant at p=.01, psychological factors positively 

correlated (.805) and significant at p=.01, and subjective cognitive deficits positively 

correlated (.855) and significant at p= 01,

Model Development

The adapted model proposed in the study could be described as three component 

models intended to confirm portions of Kay’s original model. The first two models 

address specific aim #1, which sought to evaluate the impact of the independent 

variables (neurological factors, psychological factors, physical factors) on subjective 

and objective cognitive deficits and functional outcome. The third model illustrates 

specific aim #2, which addresses the model that best explains the variance seen in 

functional outcome.

Model 1 (Fig. 5) represents the relationship of neurological factors, physical 

factors, and psychological factors to objective cognitive deficits.
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Figure 3

Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Objective Cognitive
Deficits

PHYS

OCD

NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
OCD: Objective cognitive deficits
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Regression analysis was calculated to determine the influence of neurological, 

physical and psychological factors on objective cognitive deficits. The analysis 

showed R = .456, R2 = .208 and adjusted R2 = .197, p=.01. Therefore, the calculation 

would indicate that the neurological, physical and psychological variables account for 

19.7% of the variance in objective cognitive 

deficits.

A Venn diagram (Figure 6) illustrates the correlation of each of the variables in the 

model and the calculated variance. As the diagram shows, the strongest influence on 

objective cognitive deficits is exerted by neurological factors, followed by 

psychological factors.
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Figure 6

Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Objective Cognitive Deficits
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Mode! 2 (Fig, 4) represents the relationship of neurological factors, physical factors 

and psychological factors to subjective cognitive deficits.
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Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Subjective Cognitive

SCO

NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
SCO: Subjective cognitive deficits
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Regression analysis was calculated to determine the influence of neurological, 

physical and psychological factors on subjective cognitive deficits. The analysis 

showed R = .927, R2 = .859 and adjusted R2 = .857. This analysis indicated that 

neurological and psychological factors accounted for 85.7% of the variance in this 

model illustrating subjective cognitive deficits.

A Venn diagram (Figure 7) illustrates the correlation of each of the variables in the 

model and the calculated variance. As the diagram shows, almost all of the model 

variance is explained by the influence of psychological factors. Neurological factors 

exerted little influence.
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Figure 7

Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Subjective Cognitive Deficits
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Cognitive 
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NEU: Neurological factors 
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SCD: Subjective cognitive deficits
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Specific Aim #2

Model 3 (Fig. 8) defined the relationship of neurological factors, physical factors, 

psychological factors, objective cognitive deficits and subjective cognitive deficits to 

functional outcome.
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Figure 5

Proposed Model with Relationships of Variables to Functional Outcome
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NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
OCD: Objective cognitive deficits 
SCD: Subjective cognitive deficits
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The second specific aim in this study sought to determine the model that best 

explains the factors contributing to cognitive impairment, described in this study as 

functional outcome. Correlations for the model showed neurological factors 

negatively correlated (-.013), physical factors again considered as a constant, 

objective cognitive deficits positively correlated (.343) and significant at p=.01, 

psychological factors positively correlated (.805) and significant at p=.01, and 

subjective cognitive deficits positively correlated (.855) and significant at p=.01.

Multiple regression analysis was then computed. The analysis determining the 

influence of neurological factors (age), psychological factors (SDS), objective 

cognitive deficits (NCSE), subjective cognitive deficits (HISC), and physical factors 

(balance), showed R = ,878, R2 = .771 and adjusted R2 = .765. Thus, the analysis 

reflected that the tested variables account for 76.5% of the variance in functional 

outcome (SIP).

A Venn diagram (Figure 8) illustrates the correlation of each of the variables in the 

model and the calculated variance. As the diagram shows, the strongest influence on 

the dependent variable, functional outcome, is exerted by subjective cognitive deficits, 

psychological factors and objective cognitive deficits, all of which were positively 

correlated and significant at p=.G1.
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Figure 8

Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Functional Outcome
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Group Results

To address any possible fatigue factor during the testing phase, the study 

participants were divided into two groups. Odd numbered participants received the 

NCSE test first (group 1), while even number participants received the self

administered tests first (group 2). Descriptive statistics for these two groups are 

shown in table 5.
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Table 5

Descriptive Statistics for Model Variables Group 1 vs. Group 2

: m  '■■■■ G2
N fiinw

G2
Min lia * .

G2
Max :M m n

G2
Mean

TGI--:; G2
S.D

Age3 73 19 57 36.2 ;;9:86:; 10.3

Balance1* y i t . 73 1.00 :-;i,oo ;: 1.00 ,';:1;t}0v;; 1.00 .00

GCSC 73 13 ;; 15 15 ;;,14.;7;v 14.7 ;;-.:64;;; .66

HISC* :: 72.Z 73 .00 3.00 .48 ;;::-.87:-:;- .91

NCSE® ■ \72\ ;■ 73 ;::.oo;;: .00 ;;;2.oo:; 2.00 .21 ■;:,46:; .50

SIP1 72>:', 73 ■tM . 

;;; '&■/

10.0

0

40.0

0

M .2& } 16.7 :8.56-. -. 9.1

Zung9 73 . :35.Q ' 35.0 52.0 .\4d.8 •. 40.8 - - 4 .44 , . 4.41

a Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of neurological factor
b Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of physical factor
c Glasgow Coma Scale; obtained from medical record; inclusion criteria
d Head Injury Symptom Checklist; measure of subjective cognitive deficit
e Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam; measure of objective cognitive deficit
f Sickness Impact Profile; measure of functional outcome
g Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale; measure of psychological factors
G1 Group 1, with NCSE first
G2 Group 2, with self-administered tests first
S.D Standard deviation
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To assist in determining if fatigue was a factor in the testing, correlation and 

regression analysis was computed for the groups as well. Table 6 shows the 

correlations for the two groups.
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Table 6

Correlations for Model Group 1 vs. Group 2

G2
Age

: m :
1 ta tv

62
Bal

G2
HIS

G2
NCS

61
SIP';

G2
SIP

-Q T-' G2
SDS

Age0 1.0 a .a# .>,'040 .133 .289 .449* -.101 .058 :Wt56; .056.

Balanceb .a# \ .a#. ; .a# f , # ' : .a# .a# .a# ■ ■ or#'. ■
■. «CtTr. ; .a# a#

HISC® '-.040': .133 -a# .a# 1.0 1.0 .248 .207 .798* .901* .916* .929*

NCSEd :;.:289 . .449* .a# :;.24a;': .207 1.0 1.0 .290 .380* :,.223;:: .249

SIP® -.101 .058 -..a#;: .a# 7:708*.; .901* .290 .380* 1.0 1.0 .878*

SDSf .056 .a# .916* .929* .223 .249 .878* 1.0 1.0

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 
# Cannot be computed because variable is constant

a Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of neurological factor 
b Obtained from demographic questionnaire; measure of physical factor 
c Head Injury Symptom Checklist; measure of subjective cognitive deficit 
d Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination; measure of objective cognitive deficit 
e Sickness Impact Profile; measure of functional outcome 
f Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale; measure of psychological factors
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Although both groups had comparable trends, group 1 (NCSE first) generally had 

slightly weaker correlations than group 2 (self-administered tests first). When 

evaluating the proposed models, some differences between the two groups are also 

apparent.

Group 1 Models

For group 1, correlations were calculated to determine which factor contributed 

most significantly to objective cognitive deficits. Neurological factors (age) were 

positively correlated (.289). Physical factors were regarded as a constant for 

calculation purposes. Psychological factors were negatively correlated (-.156).

For subjective cognitive deficits, measured by the HISC, neurological factors (age) 

were negatively correlated at -.040, while psychological factors (SDS) were positively 

and significantly correlated (.916).

Regression analysis was calculated to determine the influence of neurological, 

physical and psychological factors on objective cognitive deficits in this particular 

group. The analysis showed R = .396, R2 = .157 and adjusted R2= .133, p = .01. 

Neurological, physical and psychological variables in this group accounted for 13.3% 

of the variance in objective cognitive deficits. This compared to 19.7% of the variance 

for the overall sample of 145 participants.

Similar calculations were completed to determine the influence of the factors on 

subjective cognitive deficits in group 1. The analysis showed R = .922, R2 = .851 and 

adjusted R2 = .846. Therefore, the factors in group 1 accounted for 84.6% of the 

variance in subjective cognitive deficits. This compared to 85.7% of the variance in 

the overall sample of 145 participants.
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Regression analysis was then computed to determine the influence of neurological 

factors (age), physical factors (balance), psychological factors (SDS), objective 

cognitive deficits (NCSE) and subjective cognitive deficits (HISC) on functional 

outcome (SIP) for group 1. The analysis showed R = .817, R2 = .659 and adjusted R2 

= .638. The analysis reflected that the tested variables accounted for 63.8% of the 

variance in functional outcome. This compared to 76.5% of the variance in the overall 

sample of 145 participants. Certainly, while the influence is very high, it is less than 

reflected for the entire sample, indicating that fatigue may have played a factor. The 

NCSE is a more intense test, requiring more attention with the added possible stress 

of having if administered by the investigator. These factors may contribute to the 

difference in the influence on functional outcome.

Group 2 Models

For group 2, correlations were calculated to determine which factor contributed 

most significantly to objective cognitive deficits. Neurological factors (age) were 

positively correlated (.449). Physical factors were regarded as a constant for 

calculation purposes. Psychological factors were positively correlated (.249). For 

subjective cognitive deficits, measured by the HISC, neurological factors (age) were 

positively correlated at .133, while psychological factors (SDS) were positively and 

significantly correlated (.929).

Regression analysis was calculated to determine the influence of neurological, 

physical and psychological factors on objective cogpitive deficit^ in this particular 

group. The analysis showed R = .502, R2 = .232 arid .231,■p.?':..01.

Neurological, physical and psychological variables in this group accounted for 23.1%
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of the variance in objective cognitive deficits. This compared to 19.7% of the variance 

for the overall sample of 145 participants and 13.3% for group 1.

Similar calculations were completed to determine the influence of the factors on 

subjective cognitive deficits in group 2. The analysis showed R = .933, R2 = .870 and 

adjusted R2 = .866. Therefore, the factors in group 1 accounted for 86.6% of the 

variance in subjective cognitive deficits. This compared to 85.7% of the variance in 

the overall sample of 145 participants and 84.6% in group 1.

Regression analysis was then computed to determine the influence of neurological 

factors (age), physical factors (balance), psychological factors (SDS), objective 

cognitive deficits (NCSE) and subjective cognitive deficits (HISC) on functional 

outcome (SIP) for group 2. The analysis showed R = .938, R2 = .880 and adjusted R2 

= .873. The analysis reflected that the tested variables accounted for 87.3% of the 

variance in functional outcome. This compared to 76.5% of the variance in the overall 

sample of 145 participants and 63.8% in group 1. The calculations comparing these 

two groups would indicate that the order of the testing could influence the results, with 

the fatigue following the more intense testing of the NCSE contributing to the 

outcome.
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Chapter 5 

Discussion

Dr. Thomas Kay’s model provided the foundation for identifying and assessing 

the relative contribution of neurological, psychological, physical, objective cognitive 

deficits and subjective cognitive deficits to functional outcome. Through the use of 

selected neurobehavioral tools, the variables were measured, in addressing specific 

aim #1, correlation analyses determined the relationship between and among the 

factors. In addressing specific aim #2, regression analyses were employed to 

determine which factors made the greatest contribution to the variance in functional 

outcome.

For this study, three smaller models were proposed to confirm two components of 

Kay’s model. Models 1 and 2 illustrated the hypothesized relationships between 

neurological factors, physical factors and psychological factors on both objective 

cognitive deficits (model 1) and subjective cognitive deficits (model 2). Model 3 was 

proposed to address the goal of specific aim #2. This proposed model was constructed 

to test the factors best explaining functional outcome.

Sample

The sample in this study consisted of 145 English-speaking adults between the ages 

of 18 and 65, diagnosed with mild traumatic brain injury with a Glasgow Coma Scale 

score between 13 and 15. The characteristics of this sample were virtually identical to

those in the studies cited in the literature review. Individuals younger thanl 8 years of 

age were not included in order to avoid any variation secondary to age-related 

neurological development. Individuals over the age of 65 were excluded to

85
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reduce the possibility of including participants experiencing the effects of a past 

stroke, dementia or Alzheimer’s.

Methods

Those who agreed to participate were scheduled for a follow up appointment 

approximately 30 days after injury. At the follow up appointment, each participant 

completed a demographic questionnaire (for physical and neurological factors), the 

Head Injury Symptom Checklist (for subjective cognitive deficits), the Zung Self- 

Rating Depression Scale (for psychological factors), the Neurobehavioral Cognitive 

Status Examination (for objective cognitive deficits), and the Symptom Impact Profile 

(for functional outcome).

The number of tools used in this study generally exceeded the number used in the 

studies cited in the literature review. Many of the studies simply collected information 

regarding the frequency of reported deficits (Rimel et al, 1981; Wrightson & Gronwall, 

1981; Levin et at, I987). Those studies utilized only demographic or self-report 

questionnaires. Other studies evaluated one or two variables hypothesized to impact 

cognitive impairment (Lowdown, Briggs & Cockin, I989; Strugar et al, I993; Drake et 

al, 2000). These studies generally employed a single neurobehavioral measure to 

determine the relationship between the variable in question and cognitive impairment. 

While I was interested in the specific deficits experienced by participants, I was 

equally interested in the variables that could best explain cognitive impairment. 

Because multiple variables were of interest in the hypothesized models, multiple 

neurobehavioral tools were necessary to adequately evaluate the impact of the 

variables in question.
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Studies in the literature review addressed time frames following MTBI ranging from 

one week to six months. This study focused on deficits present one month after 

injury. This time frame was selected because problems at one month were 

recognized as problematic for those attempting to return to work or school. This was 

noted in the literature as being a particularly troublesome time frame for people who 

have experienced MTBI because they have fully expected to have a rapid return to full 

function. The literature addressing executive functions noted that the one month point 

evokes frustration and anger because work and school demands are increasing and 

the individual finds it more and more difficult to regain their previous level of 

confidence and productivity (Pennington, Bennetto, McAleer & Roberts, 1996).

Specific Aim #1

Using correlational and regression analyses, this study sought to determine the 

relationships among the independent variables (neurological, physical, psychological, 

subjective cognitive deficits, objective cognitive deficits) and the dependent variable, 

functional outcome. Two models were hypothesized for confirming a portion of Kay’s 

theoretical model. Model 1 represented the relationship of neurological, physical and 

psychological factors on objective cognitive deficits, while model 2 represented the 

relationship of these same factors on subjective cognitive deficits.

Model 1

Calculations showed that age was positively and significantly correlated to 

objective cognitive deficits, as were psychological factors. Regression analyses 

showed that neurological, physical and psychological factors accounted for 19.7% of 

the factors variance in objective cognitive deficits. The Venn diagram found in figure
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6 illustrated the correlation of each of the variables in the model and the calculated 

variance. The strongest influence on the objective cognitive deficits was exerted by 

neurological factors (age), followed by psychological factors.
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Figure 6

Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Objective Cognitive Deficits
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Neurological Factors and Objective Cognitive Deficits

Age represented neurological factors. Its impact on objective cognitive 

deficits is not surprising. Objective cognitive deficits were measured using the 

Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Examination (NCSE). The areas evaluated in the 

NCSE include language, construction, reasoning, judgement and calculation.

Although the screening and metric items are not complex, responses would more 

likely be correct from individuals who have a greater variety of life experiences and 

cortical development.

The results from this study are similar to those found in four of the studies in the 

reviewed literature. Denker (1944) found that age was an important factor in 

recovery, with prognosis being doubly favorable for those under the age of 30 as 

compared to those over 40. Stambrook, Moore, Peters, Deviaene, and Hawryluk 

(I990) found that age was associated with return to work, Temkin, Holubkov, 

Machamer, Winn and Dikmen (I995) found that age and Glasgow Coma Scale scores 

had the strongest explanatory value for outcome after MTBI.

Since age was only one of the 10 variables examined in this study, it is possible 

any stronger potential influence was overwhelmed by other variables. The other 

cited studies used only a small number of variables in addition to age. I had a wide 

range of ages represented (19 years to 58 years) in this study and intentionally 

excluded individuals under 18, thereby avoiding potential developmental issues. 

Similarly, those over 65 were excluded to avoid the increased risk of age-related 

neurological problems, such as residual stroke deficits or Alzheimer’s Disease. It is
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possible that age-related factors would have been more influential if the data were 

subjected to further grouping or if fewer variables were examined.

Physical Factors and Objective Cognitive Deficits

I selected alteration in balance to represent physical factors. Demographic data 

collection in this study indicated that no participant had experienced any problems 

with balance since their mild traumatic brain injury. Since there were no reports from 

any of the 145 participants, balance was considered as a constant in data analysis. 

Data analysis, therefore, showed no correlation (.000) between physical factors and 

functional outcome. Similarly, balance had no correlation (.000) with either subjective 

or objective cognitive deficits.

Using impairment in balance as the lone variable for physical factors was, in 

retrospect, a shortcoming. While balance was mentioned in Kay’s articles addressing 

his proposed model, it proved to poorly represent physical factors. Some well- 

documented reports of prior injury would have perhaps been a better factor to 

consider. However, it had been my desire to eliminate any complicating effects a 

prior head injury would have had on cognitive impairment, so I chose to exclude 

participants with prior injury.

Other studies in the reviewed literature addressed a variety of other physical 

factors. Dikmen, McLean, and Temkin (I986) delineated the effects of MTBI using the 

HISC, finding that significant dysfunction in emotional behavior, alertness and social 

interaction existed one month after injury. Although the MTBI itself was not noted to 

have negative consequences, other systemic injuries added significantly to the
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subsequent dysfunction and inability to return to work (Dikmen, McLean & Temkin, 

1986).

Carlsson, Svardsudd, and Welin (1987) found that repeated injuries in adults 

contributed to increasingly severe symptoms and impaired performance. They 

concluded that repeated head injury with impaired level of consciousness, regardless 

of its brevity, is capable of leading to permanent dysfunction (Carlsson, Svardsudd & 

Welin, 1987).

Psychological Factors and Objective Cognitive Deficits

The influence of psychological factors on objective cognitive deficits is strongly 

supported in the cited literature. Non-neurological factors were considered by Kibby 

and Long (1996), who noted that post-concussive syndrome reflected the interaction 

between brain function, stress management abilities and perceived stress. Poor 

stress management was proposed to be the predominant factor in post-concussive 

syndrome (Kibby & Long, 1996).

O’Hara (1988) also supported this notion, noting that pre-existing coping 

mechanisms and emotional adjustment influenced recovery from MTBI. The transient 

effects of the brain injury, evolving into depression, anxiety and somatic concerns can 

significantly augment pre-existing emotional distress. As the intensity of post-injury 

impairment increases, the greater the likelihood that emotional distress contributes to 

their persistence. O’Hara estimated that 38% of head injured patients fail to recover 

fully, or at a slower rate, due to emotional factors (O’Hara, 1988).
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Objective Cognitive Deficits

While objective cognitive deficits measured by the NCSE were not as strongly 

correlated (.343) with functional outcome, the results derived from the individual 

scales did bear out previous findings in the literature. Of those 24 participants noted 

to have abnormal scale measures, 21 reported memory to be primarily affected. This 

corroborated studies in the reviewed literature. Significant memory deficits were 

noted as a consequence of MTBI in studies by Rimel et al (1981), Levin et al (I987), 

van Zomeran and van den Berg (I987), Mittenberg, DiGiulio, Perrin and Bass (1991), 

and Englander, Hall, Stimpson and Chaffin (I992). This memory impairment was 

reported to have affected the ability to return to work and contributed to difficulty in 

acquiring new skills.

Model!

Model 2 represented another portion of the adapted model which attempted to 

demonstrate the relationship of neurological factors, physical factors and 

psychological factors to subjective cognitive deficits. With data analysis indicating 

that neurological and psychological factors accounted for 85.7% of the variance in the 

model, the Venn diagram illustrated the correlations and the calculated variance.
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Figure 7

Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Subjective Cognitive Deficits
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influence of Psychological Factors on Subjective Cognitive Deficits

The extremely strong influence of psychological factors on subjective cognitive 

deficits is certainly not surprising based on the supporting information found in the 

cited literature. A study conducted by Cohadon, Richer, and Castel (1991) examined 

the impact of pre-traumatic personality and psychosocial status on post-concussion 

symptoms. Family, social, personality and psychological balance were considered. 

Traits characterizing limited autonomy with poor social capability were detected in 

38% of their sample, and functional complaints persisted in this group for three 

months (Cohadon, Richer & Castel, 1991).

The National Head Injury Foundation Substance Abuse Task Force (NHIF, I988) 

determined that 50% of head injured patients had some degree of pre-injury alcohol 

and substance abuse. This pattern of abuse generally contributed to poor treatment 

compliance and poor long-term adjustment. They also noted that these individuals 

had a decreased capacity to compensate for the effects of the head injury and had 

diminished reserves to utilize any rehabilitation efforts (Miller, I992).

Ponsford, Willmontt, Rothwell, Cameron, Kelly, Nelms, Curran and Ng (2000) 

evaluated 84 adults with MTBI and compared them with 53 adults with other minor 

injuries. One week post-injury, those with MTBI reported headache, dizziness, fatigue 

and memory deficits. At 3 months, 24% of the participants continued to experience 

problems sufficient to disrupt their daily lives. The investigators found those 

participants continuing to have problems were more likely to be females with a history 

of neurological or psychological problems.
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Specific Aim #2

The second specific aim in this study sought to determine the model that best 

described the factors contributing to cognitive impairment. Model 3 defines the 

relationship of the neurological factors, physical factors, psychological factors, 

objective cognitive deficits and subjective cognitive deficits to functional outcome. 

This is final portion of the adaptation of Kay’s theoretical model. Based on the 

reported correlations, the Venn diagram shows the strongest influences are exerted 

by subjective cognitive deficits, psychological factors and objective cognitive deficits.
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Venn Diagram of Factors Influencing Functional Outcome
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NEU: Neurological factors 
PSY: Psychological factors 
PHYS: Physical factors 
OCD. Objective cognitive deficits 
SCD: Subjective cognitive deficits
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Objective Cognitive Deficits and Functional Outcome

The presence of objective cognitive deficits in the sample population in this study 

had a moderate correlation with functional outcome. The results derived from the 

testing of the individual scales did bear out previous findings in the literature. Of 

those 24 participants noted to have abnormal scale measures, 21 reported memory to 

be primarily affected. This was corroborated by virtually every study in the cited 

literature.

Significant memory deficits were noted as a consequence of MTBI in studies by 

Rimel et al (1981), Levin et al (I987), van Zomeran and van den Berg (I987),

Mittenberg, DiGiulio, Perrin and Bass (1991), and Englander, Hall, Stimpson and 

Chaffin (I992). This memory impairment was reported to have affected the ability to 

return to work and contributed to difficulty in acquiring new skills.

Several of the studies not only noted the presence of specific impairments, but 

also addressed the subsequent effect on return to work. These studies specifically 

support the findings of this study.

Rimel, Giordani, Barth, Boll and Jane (1981) noted that in a sample of 538 

participants, three months after injury, cognitive deficits were severe enough that 

return to work had been affected. Thirty-four percent of participants reported the 

deficits were severe enough that they had either lost their jobs or had been unable to 

return to work. Rimel et al. noted that this rate of unemployment was the most striking 

observation in their study.

Wrightson and Gronwall (1981) had similar findings again supporting the effects of 

objective impairments on functional outcome. In a sample of 66 young employed
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men, 46% reported that 90 days post-injury, they were not able to work as well as 

before,

Psychological Factors and Subjective Cognitive Deficits

The relationship between psychological factors and subjective cognitive deficits 

was addressed in model 2 and continues to have a major influence on functional 

outcome.

Subjective cognitive deficits as measured by the Head Injury Symptom Checklist 

(HISC) were found to have the greatest correlation with functional outcome (.834).

The HISC addressed the presence of subjective complaints, such as dizziness, 

headache, fatigue and difficulty concentrating. While the majority of participants 

reported no deficits, 23 reported at least one deficit. The most commonly reported 

deficits were dizziness (16 reports), headache (12 reports), memory (9 reports) and 

difficulty concentrating (4 reports).

These results closely mirrored those found in the reviewed literature. Wrightson 

and Gronwall (1981) reported 60% of participants in their study noted problems with 

dizziness and diplopia. Disturbances of attention, memory, headache, dizziness and 

concentration were reported in other studies by Middleboe, Andersen, Birket-Smith 

and Friis (I992), Bohnen, Twijnstra and Jones (I992), Dikmen, McLean and Temkin 

(I986), Kibby and Long (I996) and Ponsford et al (2000).

Most convincing, though, are those studies which address not only the reported 

deficits but the impact of those deficits on return to work or school. A three-center 

study conducted by Levin, Mattis, Ruff, Eisenberg, Marshall, Tabaddor, High and 

Frankowski (I987), 57 individuals were evaluated for cognitive performance.
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Neurobehavsoral impairment with disturbances of attention, memory, and information- 

processing were more prevalent during the first few days following injury. However, 

factor-analysis revealed a cognitive-depression factor that accompanied complaints of 

depression, poor concentration and impaired thinking.

A two-year follow-up study by van Zomeren and van den Burg (I987) identified 

84% of participants as having memory impairments, intensified by the inability to 

screen out and organize competing stimuli. These deficits became increasingly 

apparent as the participants attempted to return to work or school. Difficulty in skill 

acquisition and integration of new knowledge contributed to even greater memory 

disturbance.

Clinical Implications

The participants in this study were all seen in emergency departments and 

discharged to home following their evaluation, and this offers the initial clinical 

implications derived from this study. Individuals diagnosed with MTBI are typically 

discharged from the facility and anticipate a return to normal activities within a short 

period of time, generally within one to two weeks. Besides follow up appointments 

with the primary care physician, no intervention is planned with respect to 

neurobehavioraf testing or focused rehabilitation.

The results of this study showed that there are definite psychological factors, 

objective cognitive deficits, and subjective cognitive deficits contributing to difficulties 

in functional outcome. These results emphasize the need to educate health care 

providers regarding the scope of the issue. Individuals must be made aware they 

may experience lingering effects from the MTBI. Educational materials addressing
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the possible symptoms and related follow up should be prepared and provided to 

these individuals.

Targeted education and awareness for health care providers in the area of MTBI 

and subsequent problems must be a focus. Physicians and nurses, particularly those 

involved in emergency department care, must be aware of the possible consequences 

from MTBI and be prepared to teach patients and their families about these problems. 

Additionally, health care providers should be aware of the variables contributing to 

sustained problems in order to help direct questions for history and physical 

assessment.

Health care providers involved in the routine care and management of at-risk 

populations should also have focused education addressing the issues of MTBI. Of 

particular importance would be school and occupational health nurses and public 

health nurses. These individuals are in a wonderful position to provide education for 

individuals who work in areas where there is a greater risk for traumatic brain injury.

Limitations

The most glaring limitation of this study was found in the relative inability to 

account for the possibility of pre-existing conditions. The reviewed literature 

addressed the relevance of pre-existing psychological and social conditions on 

eventual cognitive deficits and functional abilities. The tremendous influence of 

psychological factors alone emphasizes the importance of identifying these individuals 

at the time of admission, if at all possible.

The question of pre-existing psychological factors raises the question of the 

“chicken or the egg.” Was there any degree of pre-injury depression or anxiety that
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influenced recovery, or did the development of subjective deficits secondary to the 

injury precipitate the depression and anxiety? Screening of at-risk individuals would 

assist in identifying those with potential psychological influences that would affect 

functional outcome.

Although participants in this study were selected from age groups with a lower 

incidence of age-related cognitive impairment and screening was completed to 

exclude subjects with prior head injury, there was no way to measure baseline, pre

injury performance on any study tool. In the particular case of the depression 

measure, it is difficult to determine whether the significant results are strongly 

influenced by pre-existing factors or by condition that truly evolved solely as a result of 

the mild traumatic brain injury.

The tools used in this study did not permit for input from family members or 

significant others. While the individual who has experienced the MTBI may not 

recognize, or admit to, any cognitive impairment, family members may in fact notice 

deficits that have developed since the injury. These tools only addressed problems 

recognized by the individual.

This inability to evaluate pre-existing conditions possible affected the other factors 

as well. Balance, for example, may have been affected, but in the month that had 

elapsed since the injury, the individual may have compensated for it in other ways. In 

the same way, the objective cognitive deficits detected on the NCSE could have been 

pre-existing or perhaps influenced by language (Spanish versus English) or 

educational level.
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The selection of alteration in balance to represent physical factors was a poor one. 

The literature noted numerous other factors that could have easily been collected and 

may have highlighted the influence of physical factors on functional outcome. If the 

study were repeated, S would consider using other more objective physical factors. 

Other system injuries experienced at the time of the MTBI would be an objective 

factor that could be obtained from the medical record. Underlying chronic diseases, 

such as diabetes or hypertension, could also be factored as physical variables. 

Including individuals with prior head injury would prove valuable given evidence in the 

literature suggesting persistent problems in those with prior injury. I would avoid 

using subjective determinations completely.

The use of the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale should be reconsidered if 

replicating this study. While the SDS was noted to have been developed with 

consideration to anxiety, a better tool addressing a broader set of psychological 

variables should have been selected.

Recommendations for Future Research 

Natural Course of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury

With a focus on educating patients and families concerning the possible 

associated problems, it would be valuable to have more knowledge regarding the 

natural course of MTBI. While the literature suggests time frames for deficits, tying 

the natural course to the influence of these various factors would prove valuable 

particularly with identifying an at-risk population. 

identifying Individuals At Risk
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The next logical step in this area of research addressing cognitive impairment 

following mild traumatic brain injury leads to the determination of the presence of pre

injury “flags”. If such “flags” could be determined in at-risk populations, then one 

could potentially be able to predict which individuals are at greatest risk for functional 

impairment such a MTBI occur. This would require, however, that a suitable 

population could be identified and tested prior to injury.

Accessible “at-risk” populations of particular interest would be athletic teams, 

particularly in contact sports such as soccer and football. Much has been written 

about intellectual impairment in adolescent soccer players and prolonged deficits in 

football players experiencing concussive accidents. While considerable work has 

been accomplished in grading concussions and determining the appropriate time for 

return to the playing field, there is little in the literature that addresses pre-injury 

evaluation of performance on neurobehavioral or neuropsychological tools. Studying 

pre-injury performance of a population at-risk, such as a college football team, could 

lead to the identification of factors that could, in fact, potentially predict which players 

would be at greatest risk for cognitive impairment should an MTBI occur.

Once at-risk groups have been identified, the development of an appropriate public 

health program educating this population about their risks would be of importance. 

Such a program would address the proper steps to take to prevent such an injury or 

the appropriate ways to reduce the chance of experiencing an injury. This study 

group would also afford the opportunity to develop age-specific rehabilitation 

techniques that would address the most likely cognitive deficits and support the return 

of functional and cognitive abilities.
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Development of Focused Rehabilitation Techniques

Assuming at-risk individuals could be screened and identified prior to injury, 

focused rehabilitation techniques could be developed by multidisciplinary teams 

interested in physical and occupational therapy. With early initiation of such therapy, 

the duration of identified deficits could be reduced with an increased success in return 

to work or school. Once such techniques had been developed and practices, 

comparative studies evaluating functional outcome with and without such 

rehabilitation would point to the value of such these interventions.

Development of Improved Protective Devices

The identification of at-risk individuals lies at the heart of these interventions. 

Pressures should come to bear on the manufacturers of protective headgear for 

contact sports such as football and hockey for the continued development of improved 

helmets. In addition, legislative initiatives should be pursued that would again bring 

the issue of hel meted motorcyclists to the forefront. It cannot be denied that these 

individuals are at-risk for injury and the reversal of the mandatory helmet law has 

certainly contributed to an increase in traumatic injury.
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Table 2

Summary of Results from Demographic Questionnaire

Item Results
Number of participants Approached 197 

Consented 165
Final size 145

Age Range 19 -58  
Average 36.4

Site Level 1 centers 105 (72.3%) 
Level 3 center 25 (17.2%) 
Level 4 center 15 (10.3%)

Gender Male 112 (78%) 
Female 33 (22%)

Loss of consciousness Average 1.5 minutes
Post-traumatic amnesia Average 1.2 hours
Marital status Single 21 (14.5%) 

Married 103 (71%) 
Widow 3 (2%) 
Divorce 18 (12.4%)

Education 8th grade or less 3 (2%) 
Some high school 6 (4%) 
Completed high school 58 (40%) 
Some college 18 (12.5%) 
College degree 40 (22.6%) 
Graduate work 20 (13.8%)

Etiology MVC 109 (75.2%) 
Fall 12 (8.3% 
Sports 24 (16.6%)

Radiology report CT scan negative 119 (82.1%) 
No reports 26 (17.9%)

Location of injury Front of head 80 (55.2%) 
Top of head 15 (10.3%) 
Side of head 30 (20.7%) 
Back of head 20 (13.8%)

Employment status Employed 104 (71.7%) 
Student 18 (12.4%) 
None 23 (15.9%)

History of prior Injury None 100%
Balance problems None 100%
Effects of medications None 100%
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Table 1

Factors and Variables of Kay’s Functional Outcome Mode! and Measurements

Variable Measurements
Neurological factors: include both pre
existing factors and injury-related factors, 
which in combination determine the extent of 
damage to the brain and whether the effects
are temporary or permanent

Age Demographic questionnaire

Physical factors: physical defects of the 
injury and its treatment that can directly affect 
the ability to function

Balance problems Demographic questionnaire
Effects of medications Demographic questionnaire

Psychological factors: internal structure or 
response, whether pre-existing or from the 
injury, that affect one’s ability to function

Personality style Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale
Anxiety Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale
Depression Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale
Sense of self Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale

Objective cognitive deficits
Language deficit NCSE
Impaired constructional ability NCSE
Memory loss NCSE
Calculation deficit NCSE
Reasoning deficit NCSE

Subjective cognitive deficits
Headaches Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Fatigue Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Dizziness Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Blurred vision Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Bothered by noise Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Bothered by light Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Insomnia Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Difficulty concentrating Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Irritability Head injury Symptom Checklist
Loss of temper easily Head Injury Symptom Checklist
Memory difficulties Head Injury Symptom Checklist

Functional Outcome Sickness Impact Profile
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Head Injury Symptom Checklist

Directions: Please select from the following list any problems you have been 

experiencing in the past month.

_______ Headaches

_______ Fatigue

 _____  Dizziness

   Blurred vision

_______ Bothered by noise

_______ Bothered by light

_______ Insomnia

_______ Difficulty concentrating

_______ Irritability

_______ Loss of temper easily

_______ Memory difficulties

_______ Anxiety
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Patient!; initials
Das* of Assessment

Please read each statement and decide how much of the time the statement 
describes how yo» have been feeling during the past seweral days.

M ^ d a A i^ e i> a ia |p q > k n ir a b in t .
Al»Se«rf 
the tfme

t e  of | €&&d ps?t 
s&etfme [ o f aft® ttnw

Mostwf 
the time

1. 1 fed deem fra&rtea ami fcksa 1
2. Manning Is when I feel the best 1
3. f taw® crying spells or fesl Wee It
4. t iw t  tmufale steeping nlgbt
S. 1 eat as much as fused co
S. 1 s«H enjoy sot
7. 1 notice that 1 am losing weight
S. 1 tewe oroHe wl*  omdpatism
9. My fesart. beats fester than usual

TO- Ig e ttta f ftsroo reason __________
11. My mind is as dean as it used as be
12. i ftad ft easy So do the things 1 used to
13, 1 ans restless and ewft Iseep s*8i
14. 1 feel tnpeM aimd the futatra i .. ....
15. f am mom Irrftatrf® than usual
1 S. 1 find It easy to mafce dccfelwis
17. 1 feel that 1 am useful and needed
1&. My itfe is pretty faB f
19. 1 ftd  that others wasid be batter off if s w«£desd
20. i still enjoy the things ) used to do
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(THE NEUSOBEHAVIORAL COGNITIVE STATUS EXAMINATION}
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Items Describing 
BetewioB iBvoiwi 

Category in  or Related to

A Social interaction

B Ambulation or
locomotion activity

C Sleep and east activity

D Taking nutrition

E Usual daily work

F Household management

G M obility and
confinement

B Movement o f the body

2 Communication
activity

Selected Items

I  make many demands, fen example 
insist that people do th ings fo r  me, te l 
them  how to  d o  filin g s

I  ant go ing c u t tew  to  w i t  people

1 am walking shorter distances 
I  do not waft at m

I  lie  down to  rest more often during fit 
day
I  sit around half-asleep

I  am eating no food at a il; nutrition i 
taken through tubes or Intravenous fluid
I ant eating special or different food, fo 
example, soft food, bland diet, lew-salt 
low-fat foods

I  often act irritable toward my wof 
associates, for example, snap at then 
give sharp answers, criticize easily
I  am not working at att

I have given up taking care of personal a 
household business affairs, for example 
paying bhls, banking, working on budge
I  am doing tea of the regular daily wot' 
around the house that I  usually do

I stay Vkthin sms room
I stop often when, traveling because o 
health problems

I  am in a restricted position s i the tim  

1 sit down, lie  down, or get ap only w it 
som eone’s help

I com m unicate only by gestures, fo 
exam ple, m oving head, pointing, sig 
language
I  often lose control o f my m ice whea 
ta lk , fo r example, my voice gets louda 
starts teembiiKg, changes pitch
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Developing an Explanatory Model for C ognitive Impairment In M T B I
Data CoSeetioB

Instruct!®!!®; Collect data fron® chart and during patieiat interview.

Patient DIM ________
Date of Injury _________
Facility# BAMC

Time of L 0C  _________
Time of PTA _________

Age a t time of injury __

Patient Gender M

Highest Level of Education

Etiology of Trauma

Radiology Reports ¥
Report of Study________

Location of Injury __

Employed _________________  S tuden t_________________  O th e r___________

Previous head injury? Y N If so, location__________________

O ther problems _ _ _  Balance problems Medication effects (List meds):

NEMH

Initial CCS 
FlmalGCS

M arital Status S M W D

8ft gr. or less
Some JB.S. 
Finished HJS. 
Some college 
Finished college 
Beyond college

MVC (Auto Motorcycle)
Fall (estimated height___
Sports injury (specify_______

N Type of Study
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Scripted Presentation for Prospective Subjects 

Date _____ __________________

Location BAMC MMH NEMH WHMC

“The doctor has diagnosed you as having a mild traumatic brain injury. I would like to ask if you 
would be interested in being part of a research study being done by a registered nurse with 
people diagnosed with mild traumatic brain injury. This study would involve one appointment with 
her to answer a series of questions. Would it be alright to give the nurse your name and have her 
contact you by telephone and tell you more about the study?”

Yes ___________

No

MR#
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AN AG REEM ENT TO  BE IN  A  RESEARCH STUDY

W ilfo rd  Hail M edical Center 
N ortheast Methodist Hospital

Brooke A rm y M edical C enter 
M etropo litan  M ethodist Hospital

STUDY T IT L E : Developing an E xplanatory M odel fo r C ognitive Im pairm ent
Follow ing M ild  Traumatic Brain In jury

INTRODUCTION
You are being asked to volunteer fo r a medical research study. Before you decide to 
volunteer, you should read th is form. This form, called a consent form, explains the 
study. Please ask as many questions as needed so that you can decide whether you want 
to be in  the study.

We are asking you to take part in  th is study because your doctor has diagnosed you as 
having had a m ild  traum atic brain in jury. The vast m ajority o f people who have had a 
m ild  traumatic brain in ju ry recover w ith  no lasting problems. However, a small 
percentage o f people continue to  experience some problems such as headache and 
d iffic u lty  concentrating fo r as long as 2 years fo llow ing  the ir in jury.

We are conducting a study to  help us determine i f  there are any factors, such as age or 
years o f schooling, that m ight in fluence whether or not a person has some prolonged 
problems. I f  we can iden tify those factors, then we eventually m ight be able to predict 
who is most lik e ly  to  have problems and then be able to  treat those individuals and help 
them avoid lasting d ifficu ltie s. We anticipate that 145 people w ill take part in  th is study.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
We want to  determine what factors may influence the development o f prolonged 
neurological problems, such as headache and d iffic u lty  concentrating, fo llow ing  a m ild  
traum atic brain in jury.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THE STUDY
If you decide to take part in  th is study, you w ill receive a fact sheet that w ill summarize 
the objectives the study. We w ill then set up a date, tim e and place fo r a fo llow  up v is it 
that will occur one month after your head in jury. The tim e and place will be set fo r your 
convenience. Two days before that date, we w ill contact you by telephone to confirm  the 
appointment. We w ill also collect some basic inform ation concerning your in ju ry  from  
your medical record prio r to the fo llo w  up v is it.

A t the fo llow  up v is it, you w ill be asked to complete 3 paper and pencil tests. These tests 
are called the Head In ju ry Symptom Checklist, the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale 
and the Sickness Im pact P rofile . Each o f these tests w ill ask you some questions about 
how you are feeling since your in ju ry. These tests w ill take about 50 minutes to  one 
hour. You may have a short break between tests.

Also at this time, the investigator w i.ll adm inister the Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status 
Exam ination. This test w ill take about 10 to  20 m inutes and w ill ask you to  perform
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some tasks that w ill measure such factors as your memory, attention, and reasoning.
Some of the tasks you w ill be asked to  perform include copying a picture, patting 
together colored squares and naming some common objects. All testing should be 
completed w ith in  1 V% hours of starting.

LENGTH OF THE STUDY
One month will go by between the time you. agree to participate in the study and the 
follow up visit. However, all testing will be completed within a 1 Vz hour time frame in a 
single day.

SHOE EFFECTS AND OTHER RISKS
It is anticipated that you will experience no harmful side effects as a result of this study. 
However, because of the nature of the tasks in the evaluation tests, you may become 
frustrated. This is expected, though, to  be b rie f and have no lasting effects.

POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF THE STUDY
We do not foresee any benefits fo r you from  th is study. However, the results o f this 
study w ill help us determine i f  we can eventually predict who may have prolonged 
problems after a mild traum atic brain injury.

PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION
We cannot pay you to  take part in  th is study. However, you w ill receive 2 movie tickets 
as thanks fo r participating.

COSTS OF THE STUDY
There will be no costs associated w ith  taking part in th is study.

WHOM TO CONTACT
You may contact the principal investigator fo r answers to questions about this research 
study or fo r farther information about the procedures.

Gayle Dasher, RN, M SN, CCRN  

This consent form  and study have been approved by the Institu tional Review Boards 
(MBs) o f CHRISTUS Santa Rosa Health Care (CSRHC) and the U niversity of Texas 
Health Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSA). The M B is a group o f scientific 
and non-scientific people who watch over research invo lving humans.

Questions about your rights as a study volunteer may be addressed to  the appropriate 
entity:

M ethodist Health Care Institu tional Review Board 
  

   

Brooke Arm y Medical Center Institu tional Review Board 
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W ilfo rd  Hall Medical Center Institutional Review Board 
 

University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio 
Institutional Review Board 

 

UL4YIN6 THE STUDY
Your decision to  be in  this study is up to you. You have the righ t to stop and w ithdraw  
from the study at any time. I f  you do not want to  be in the study, or if you leave this 
study, it  will not affect your future medical care and there w ill be no loss of benefits to  
you.

I f  you wish to leave th is study, please te ll the principal investigator.

In  order to  ensure safety o f participants the fo llow ing  retain the authority to  term inate the 
study should information be found that indicates that this would be in the best interest of 
the participants:
•  The study director, Gayle Dasher, RN, MSN, CCRN
• Methodist Health Care IRB
•  Brooke Army Medical Center IRB
•  W ilfo rd  H all M edical Center IRB
•  U niversity o f Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio IRB 

NEW FINDINGS
Significant new findings may develop during the course o f th is study that could affect 

your decision to  continue in  the study. I f  these new fin d in g  should occur, we w ill 
provide you this inform ation in  the form o f a revised inform ed consent or addendum to 
the informed consent. At that time, you w ill be given the opportunity to  decide whether 
you would s till w ish to continue in th is study.

RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS AND FROVACY
We w ill keep everything we leam about you in  the study confidential and disclose it  only 
w ith  your permission. If we publish the results o f the study in  a scien tific  journal or 
book, you w ill not be identified in  any way. Participants w ill be assigned an identification 
number and this will be the only means o f identification. Any documentation reflecting 
any connection between Identification and patient name that may be necessary for the 
com pletion o f chart review w ill be destroyed im m ediately after completing that review. 
No master list linking participant name and identification number w ill be maintained. I f  
any o f the results are to  be reported in  the literature, no identifying inform ation w ill be 
included.

A  record o f your participation in  the study w ill be kept in  a confidential form  in  a locked 
cabinet by the principal investigator. The results and your study records may be made
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available to the Institu tional Review Board of the facility at which you have been seen 
and the University o f Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio.

AGREEMENT TO BE W  THE STUDY
This consent form contains inform ation to help you decide if you want to be in this pilot 
study. I f  you have any questions that are not answered in this consent form, please ask 
the principal investigator. Please ask yourself the following questions. I f  you cannot 
answer ‘yes’ to  each question, then speak to Gayle Dasher.

a. Have you understood the consent form?
b. Have you had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study?
c. Have you received satisfactory answers to a ll o f your questions?
d. Have you received enough inform ation about the study in  order to  make a decision?
e. Do you understand that you are free to leave the study at any tim e w ithout having to 

give a reason and w ithout affecting your medical care?
f. D o you understand that your medical records may be reviewed by government 

authorities?

By signing this form you agree that:
♦ You have had a chance to  ask questions
♦ You volunteer to be in  the study.

BY AGREEING TO THIS CONSENT, YOU HAVE NOT SIGNED AWAY ANY 
OF YOUR RIGHTS.

We w ill give you a signed copy o f this form  to  keep.

M y language of best understanding is: English_____ Spanish_____
La lengua que entiend© m ejor is. In g le s_____  Espanol _____

Signature of Volunteer/Participant

Print Name Here

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent

Signature of Investigator

Signature of Witness
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Critical Care Clinical Nurse Specialist at Santa Rosa Northwest (now CHRISTUS 

Santa Rosa Medical Center). In I999, she was named Director of Patient Care
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Services, with responsibility for staff education and the day-to-day operation on 

the nursing units.

Her area of primary clinical interest focuses on the management of 

neurosurgical patients with particular attention to traumatic brain injury. She has 

presented locally and nationally on neuroscience topics ranging from assessment 

to the management of increased intracranial pressure. She is a regular guest 

lecturer for students at UTHSCSA and is a frequent presenter for the San 

Antonio chapter of the American Association of Critical Care Nurses. She has 

presented at the annual conference for the American Association of 

Neuroscience Nurses and has spoken at other health care institutions throughout 

South Texas.

She began her doctoral studies in 1996 with her focus being on cognitive 

impairment in mild traumatic brain injury. She has completed two pilot studies 

during that time, investigating the use of various neurobehavioral tools.
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